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desire now to submit a few suggestions concerning the employment
and pay of teachers. I find upon investigation that our best regulated
SCHOOL TEACHERS and
most efficient schools throughout
the country have certain regulations
governing the salary of teachers. A
scale of advancement somewhat as
follows is followed:
For first year
of an inexperienced teacher the salary is set at $35, $40, or $45. I think
never above $45 for the first year. At
the end of the first year if she proves
herself efficient, her salary is raised
The
either $2.50 or $5 per month.
second year the same is repeated and
officerme-electe- d
so on from year to year until the limit
of the best teachers is reached.
If at any time a teacher is not
found
the schedule raise,
Charles E. Doll Purchases 2 she is worthy of from
the teaching
dropped
Choice Lots From Board-W- ill force. Thus a teacher has an Incentive to hold on and to do better work
Erect Residence.
each year, and remain in the employ
of the board. It is a settled fact that
All of the teachers recommended the longer a good teacher remains in
for appointment for the ensuing term the employ of the same board, the
in the local public schools were elect- more valuable her services are to that
ed with the exception of two at a post- board until the limit is reached, If It
This is certainly
poned meeting last night of the Santa is ever reached.
No one would think of
Fe Board of Education. Judge N. B. business-like- .
inLaughlln presided at the session in employing or retaining a young,
and
or
T.
B.
Catron
lawyer
physician
experienced
President
of
absence
the
and the other members 'present were paying him the same salary or fee
that he would pay to an experienced
Charles P. Easley, James L.
Jose D. Sena and Jose C. San and successful lawyer or physician,
chez. Superintendent J. A. Wood was and no lawyer or physlican of little or
no experience except that which he
at his post as secretary.
obtain during his college career,
might
Miss Elizabeth Faulkner of Columwould
think of asking or receiving a
selected
been
had
who
bia, Missouri,
sum or fee for the first few
by the nominating committee as prin- very large
of
his
years
practice. Teaching Is
cipal of the high school, had been
as much a profession, and just
just
but
of
$70
month,
offered a salary
per
is that of either the
wrote hack asking that the pay he as difficult, a3
or any other.
salesman
doctor,
lawyer,
"to
felt
that
board
$80. The
.increased
is realized and
sooner
The
this
fact
it could not afford to pay that much acted upon
by Boards of Education,
and on motion the position was of- the sooner
good teachers will come to
Baldof
P.
Miss
Edna
fered to
Boyd
the front ,and the pdor ones will drop
win, Kansas. The latter will he paid out of the
profession. As long as inCharmonthly a salary of $75. Miss
bad and indifferent
experienced,
lotte R. Stebbins, of Munsing, Michi teachers are good, the same
salary our
paid
gan, who had been chosen as a teacher children will suffer, become discourin one of the ward schools, declined aged, and many of them drop out of
to accept the position tendered and school long before they would if they
the vacancy thus created was filled by had good, sympathetic earnest, effthe appointment of M'iss Iduma icient teachers.
Hughes, of Muskogee, Indian TerriIt costs no more money to adopt
tory. The latter is engaged at a some good schedule plan than it does
monthly salary of $55. Otherwise the to. have a set sum to pay all grade
action of the nominating committee teachers, and a set sum for princiwas approved.
pals and High school teachers. Many

Miss Bovd to Be

Principal of High
School

CIS

HtLLSBORD

INK

MJUISOI

Board Sells Two Lots.
Charles E. Doll in a communication
offered to purchase lots 5 and 6 of
block 5 of Fort Mareey Addition,
which are located at the northeasten
extremitity on Washington Avenue
and FederalStreet. His proposition was
to pay $8 per front foot for lot 5
and $10 per front foot for lot 6 which
was accepted "by the board upon condition that Mr. Doll hegin the erection of a modern dwelling thereon as
proposed within ninety days. Mr.
Doll expects to build a brick residence
on the premises costing about $4,500.
The annual report of L. F. Montenie
as treasurer was submitted as was also his monthly report for May. According to the latter the following balances in the various funds were on
hand June 1:
special
Building fund, $3,359.97;
fund, $449.85; sewer fund, $230; interest fund, $131.56; general fund $G9.3G.

Total $4,391.16.
Superintendent

J. A. Wood also
made his monthly report for May. In
addition to giving figures showing the
daily attendance at the schools he
incorporated in his report a suggestion in regard to the payment of salaries to the teachers. He is of the
opinion that a regular scale should
be adopted whereby advances are to
be made annually as an incentive to
secure good teachers and to have them
remain.
Before adjournment last evening of
ficers were also elected for the en
suing year. The old officers were reelected, T. B. Catron as president, N.
B. Laughlin as vice president, and J.
A. Wood as secretary.
Bills which had accumulated during the past two months were audited
and ordered paid with the exception
of a few which were referred to standMessrs. Seligman,
ing committees.
Easley and Sena were appointed as a
committee to negotiate for the purchase of a piano to he installed in the
high school hall.
,
The following is the report of Superintendent Wood:
Report of Supterlndent Wood.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 3, 1907.
Hon. Board of Education.
I hereby submit to you
Gentlemen:
my report as superintendent for the
month of May, 1907.
The work of the school progressed
very pleasantly. The work of the
teachers and pupils during the closing
days including the reviews and examinations was very creditable; and the
large number of visitors who examined the . exhibit of work expressed
themselves as greatly pleased.
The
work in general showed a great improvement of that of any preceding
year.
The average dally attendance of all
the schools for the month was 347 as
against 316 for the same month last
year. The average daily attendance
during the entire year was 4,042 as
against 378 for last year.
A more extensive report of each
teacher and for the entire school will

young ladies and gentlemen too, teach
a year t?? two to get a little money to
get married on, or to do something
else foreign to the teaching profefc.
sion, and who would censure them
when they can step into as good positions as old, experienced and success-

teachers.

ful

would also recommend that in the
future if it is found necessary to emteachers
inexperienced
ploy young,
that they be selected from Santa Fe
or surrounding territory, thus encour:
aging and helping our own people,
everything else being enuaj. During
the past year we had a fine corps of
teachers, and I hope we shall have as
good a corps the coming year.
Respectfully submitted,
J. A. WOOD, Supt.
I

TERRITORIAL BOARD OF
EDUCATION MEETS MONDAY

TOWNS JHDGROPS SUFFER

Will Be Taught Sewing
Devastation Extends Over
Sheriff Tafoya and Deputy Wide Area and Damage is
Bring Them Here.
Very Great.
Two female, prisoners still in their
teens convicted of murder in the first
degree were received today at the Territorial penitentiary within whoBe
grim walls they must spend the re
mainder of their natural lives They
were Mrs. Valentina Madrid and Miss
Alma Lyons who were sentenced to
death by hanging for the murder of
the former's husband, Manuel Madrid,
and would have been executed yesterday, but for the commutation of their
sentences to life imprisonment by
Acting Governor J. W. Raynolds.
Entered Prison Calmly.
Sheriff Eduardo Tafoya of Sierra
County and a deputy brought the two
delinquent girls from Hillsboro where
they have been incarcerated since
their arrest, arriving on the morning
train over the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway. They did not exhibit any emotion as the heavy prison gates closed behind them and shut
them off from freedom. As the train
on which they were passengers came
within sight of the penitentiary and
It was pointed out to them they looked
at it intently. Whether they were gazing through the car windows at the
big penal Institution simply curious to
see what it looked like or were contemplating the future that lay before
them within those forbidding walls
they kept their thoughts to themselves,. Both were cool and collected
as they alighted from the train and
walked with their two guards to the
main entrance and disappeared inside.
Was All Ready for Execution.
Sheriff Tafoya had made preparations for the erection of the scaffold
on which the two women were to be
hanged and was getting everything in
readiness for the double execution
when he received a telegram from Acting Governor Reynolds notifying him
that their sentences had been commuted and that the official order would
reach hime by registered mail. When
the two females were 'apprised of the
executive clemency shown them they
appeared to be pleased. As the date
set for their execution drew near they
began to realize in some degree the
terrible fate that awaited them on the
gallows.
Superintendent Arthur Trelford was
asked this afternoon what employment he would give the two women
and he said they would be taught sewing and other useful occupations the
same as the other female convicts.
.

'

The' Territorial Board of Education
meet in Santa Fe Monday when
contracts will he awarded for furnishing school hooks to the Territory
for the ensuing four years. The board SANTA FE CENTRAL
at its meeting will also chose one firm
CHANGES IN TIME
as the Territorial depository to handle
all the text books. The contracts represent about $25,000 and the compe- New Schedule Will Go Into Effect
tition promises to be keen. Already
Sunday Tains Will Leave Later
and Arrive Earlier.
several representatives of school book
publishing firms have arrived in the
city.
A new time table will go into effect
tomorrow at noon on the Santa Fe
Central Railway. Changes have been
made in the schedule of both of the
daily passenger trains running between this city and Torrance.
Train No. 1, southbound, will leave
WRECK this city daily at 2 p. m. instead of
1:20 p. m.. arriving at Torrance at
7:50 p. m., instead of 8:15 p. m. Train
No. 2, northbound, will leave Torrance daily at 11:15 a. m. instead of
11 a. m
arriving in Santa Fe at 5
p. m., Instead of 5:40 p. m.
By this new time card it will be
observed that there has been an elimination of much "dead time." There
is a difference of about an hour between the old and the new schedules.
The new time table will be of benefit
to the traveling public on the line.
will

I

PREVENTS

Saves Overland
Train From

Placed There By Fiend Discovered and Removed Just
in Nick of Time.

AWFUL TORNADO.

Mrs. Madrid and Severe Storms in
Alma Lyons Enter Illinois, Indiana
and Kentucky
Upon Life Term

old

Seng-can-

PERISH

IN

GROUNDS OF CAPITOL
IN SUMMER VERDURE
The Capitol grounds were never
prettier than at the present time. The
spacious well watered lawn with its
close cropped grass is a dream of
beauty and a joy forever. The shade
trees and shrubbery have donned their
summer foliage and the rose bushes
and other floral plants will soon be In
bloom if the buds were not destroyed
by the late frosts.

Los Angeles, Calif., June 8. According to a statement made today by
local railroad officials, an attempt was
made yesterday to wreck a southbound overland train a short distance
north of this city. It is said that a
track-walke- r
discovered a heavy log
chain bound across the rails at a sid
TURKISH VILLAGE IS
ing switch in such a way as to derail
DESTROYED BY QUAKE
the train. The scene of the attempt
was but a short distance ' from West
Glendale where a passenger train was
Constantinople,
Turkey, June 8.
The village of Serai, fifty miles east
recently wrecked. The officials are
.convinced that efforts to wreck these of Van on the Turco-Persla- a
frontier
trains are made by a crank or a dis- was destroyed' by an earthquake
charged employe.

Chicago, Juue 8. Dispatches from
Southern Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky tell of storms of tornado severity which caused considerable loss
of life and the destruction of much
At New Mlnden, Illinois,
property.
25 miles southeast of St. Louis, early
today four persons were killed and a
score of others injured by a tornado.
At Gradyville, Kentucky, a cloudburst
is said to have caused the loss of ten
to fifteen lives and to have washed
away eight houses. At York, Illinois,
or thirty houses
last night twenty-fiv- e
were destroyed and a number of persons killed. At Farmersburg and
Sullivan, Indiana, much damage was
done by wind and rain. Duquoin, Illinois was visited by this same storm
that caused so much destruction at
York, but no lives were lost there.
Illinois Village Devastated.
Nashville, 111., June 8. A tornado
swept over New Mlnden seven miles
north of this city early this morning,
killing four persons and injuring over
a' score. The dead are:
Mrs. Henry Weihe and two children.
A child of Mrs. Carl Steumeyer may
die.
Most of the houses destroyed were
cottages In the northern part of town.
The German Lutheran Church was
badly damaged and its parochial
school demolished. The four persons
killed, were all in Weihe's house,
which was completely demolished and
the occupants blown with the debris
into neighboring fields. Much damage wa also done in the surrounding country. ;
Eleven years ago Now Minden was
visited by a tornado and four or five
persons were killed.
Cloudburst Wipes Out a Kentucky
Hamlet.
Louisville, Ky., June 8. Twenty-on- e
people are missing and the little
village of Gradyville in the southern
part of this state is almost totally destroyed as a result of a cloudburst
which sent a volume of water on the
sleeping hamlet shortly after midnight. A partial list of the dead and
missing are:
MR. AND MRS. STRONG HILT and
family.
JOHN MOORE.
AUSTIN WILMORE.
MISS WILMORE.
DR. L. C. NELL, former state Senator and family.
H. MOSS and family of five children.
The storm began about 10 o'clock
last night and increased in violence
until 12:30 o'clock. A big creek bordering on the village overflowed, pouring a great volume of water upon
Gradyville. Nearly every house in the
place was washed away. Thousands
of acres of crops were ruined. Gradyville has a population of about 150.
Two Killed at York, Illinois.
Terre Haute, Ind., June 8. Meager
details from West York, Illinois, tell
of destructive tornado that visited the
village of York located on the Wabash
River southwest of this city last night.
The known dead are: :
HENRY HOOK, aged fifty years,
found dead in garden.
Mrs. Malinda Pinkston, aged forty-- '
five years, found dead in tree.
The members of the families of
these two victims were Injured. The
number of injured is placed at thirty.
Forty or fifty houses were demolish-- '
ed. Wires are down and particulars!
are lacking. The tornado struck the
village soon after the supper hour and
raged for several minutes. South of
here in Indiana there was a severe
storm accompanied by wind and rain
and much damage was done.

Grant County has done very good
work in assessing property for taxable
He was ably assisted by
purposes.
competent deputies. The increase in
taxable values of Grant County this
year will be considerable, The county
treasurer, Jackson Agee. is very
in the
methodical
and systematic
eeping of his accounts and books and
public funds in his possession were
found properly deposited in a bank as
required by law. The assessment rolls
of Grant County this year will show
that the people have over $70,000 in
cash upon which they are willing to
pay taxes. This is a great increase
and it is believed will make the best
showing in that line in the Territory.
The assessor of Luna County, C.
W. Cook, has also performed his duties well and the assessed valuation
this year will be greater than that of
1900. E. J. Carskadon, treasurer, has his
accounts and books in very good shape
and the cash balances due to the
county and other funds were found
properly deposited.
Assessor C. E. Miller, of Dona Ana
County is making a commendable record and in that county there will also
be shown an Increase in valuations
over last year. Oscar Lohman, the
treasurer, is a very good official,
keeps his records in excellent shape
and the public funds in his ease are
deposited with bunks as is required.
Traveling Auditor Siafford states that
matters connected with assessing and
collection and safe keeping of taxes
in the counties named have been
greatly improved in every way and in
fact are very good and
There has been more attention and
more care paid to proper assessment
this year han ever before, and hence
the assessment valuations will be
larger and the tax rates cut down correspondent ly.
'

ANDREWS AND LEAHY
SEE PRESIDENT

Adds Crime of Arson to His List of
Misdeeds
DEFENSE SHOWS ITS HAND

Will Attempt to Prove Conspiracy Against Union By
Mine Owner's Association.
Idaho, June 8. The Haymurder trial was resumed at
9:30 o'clock this morning with Harry
Orchard, chief witness for the state,
The Haystill under examination.
Boise.

wood

wood family group now numbering
seven, was in court when the proceedings began.
Orchard testified today that he did
not become acquainted with Pettibone
until 1901 of the same year that he
went with Mover to Ouray as his
He roomed over
bodyguard.
store for a while at that time.
Orchard consanily corrected Attorney Richardson as to the inferences
he would draw' from answers and a
to the attorney's recollection of his
direct testimony. Haywood repeatedly consulted with Richardson, suggesting Questions and giving coireci;
Petti-bone'-

s

dates.
What Defense Expects to Prove.
The tact taken by Attorney Richardson in asking Orchard if he wanted

Adams to help him in the assassinaHave Lengthy Interview With Chief tion of Governor Peabody because
Executive at White House ReserAdams was a federation man, is taken
voir Project Satisfactory.
as an indication that the defense will
contend that. Orchard was in the
Special to The New Mexican.
of the Mine Owners' Association
Washington. June S. Delegate An- and tried to involve the federation or
drews, of New Mexico, called at the a federation man in all his crimes. It
White House this forenoon and had a Is certain that the defense will claim
on the
lengthy Interview with the President that there was a counter-plo- t
at 11 o'clock. David J. Leahy, of Las part of the mine owners to break up
Vegas, in company with F. H. Newell, the Miners' Union by having all lawthe Director of the U. S. Reclamation less acts attributed to it.
Service, also bad an interview with
Fails to Confuse Witness.
the President this forenoon during
Orchard adhered to every one of his
which the question of the construction first statements and elaborated them
of a reservoir on the Las Vegas Land under a hail of questions from the
(Jrant near Las Vegas was diseussrd. counsel for the defense.
Attorney
This was entirely satisfactory.
Richardson devoted much time to fixe
Delegate Andrews also visited the ing dates. The witness said that
war department this forenoon in conhad reported the proposed asnection with affairs of interest to the sassination of Detective Gregory to
Territory and also saw the Secretary the executive board of the Western
of the Navy on simlar business.
Federation and represented to the
board members that he thought it
COMMENCEMENT AT DEAF
would be a good thing. He said that
AND DUMB INSTITUTE Jack Simpkins, James KIrwan, E. C.
at the Coakley and Jack Williams were memCommencement
exercises
Territorial Institute for the Deaf and bers of the board at that time.
Dumb near this city will take place Did Orchard Have Personal Grudge
in the afternoon of Tuesday the 11th
Against Steunenberg?
In response to a question Orchard
instant, and will commence promptly
at 2 o'clock, tfo printed invitations said that he had written the story of
have been issued, but Superintendent his life in book form. He said that
W. O, Connor, Jr., expresses the hope Detective McPharland had seen the
that all the citizens of Santa Fe will work but he denied that McPharland
The school ever suggested any changes In the narattend the ceremonies.
year just closed has beeu a success- rative. The defense here endeavored
ful one and the number of pupils at to lay the foundation for showing that
the institution during the year was Simpkins, because he was in the Idaho
twenty. The progress made has been bull pen, and Orchard, because he was
remarkable and satisfactory. This will driven out of Idaho and forced to sell
be fully demonstrated at the closing his interest in the Hercules mine,
commencement exercises to which the which later became very valuable, had
good citizens of Santa Fe and of the a deep personal grudge against
Steunenberg.
Territory generally and especially
those who take an interest in the
Confesses to Crime of Arson.
education of the deaf and dumb are
Orchard created a sensation today
invited.
by adding the crime of arson to his
long list of misdeeds. He said he and
Johnny Neville decided to burn Neville's saloon near the Independence,
TO
Colorado, depot, collect the insurance
and divide it. He set fire to the place
with "Pettibone dope." Orchard got
$100 of the $C00 insurance Neville colera-plo- y

Pet-tibon-

IE

Karl Hau Breaks
Down When Told
of Wife's Suicide
ONCE

PROMINENT LAWYER

lected.
The court adjourned for the day at
11:50 o'clock with Orchard still on the
witness stand.

MUCH EVIDENCE
AGAINST SCHMITZ
Witness Today Corroborated

Testi-

mony of Those Yesterday Relative to Extortion of Money.

San Francisco, Calif., June 8. In
Aiayor Eugene Schmitz
this morning, Camille Mailhebeau,
who before the great fire wraa proprietor of Frank's French Restaurant corroborated the testimony given yesterday by the keepers of other French

the trial of

Poisoned His Mother-in-Lain Order to Secure Her
COUNTY FINANCES
Fortune.
IN GOOD CONDITION
w

Karlsruhe, Germany, June S.- - Karl
Taxable Valuations This
Year In Grant, Luna and Dona
Hau, who has been under arrest here
for some time, charged with the
Ana Are Considerable.
at Baden
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- murder of his mother-in-laford has returned to the city from a Baden in November last, confessed
ten days' visit to Silver City, Deming his guilt today. Hau's confession foland Las Cruces at which points he in- lowed the news that his wife had comspected the records of the assessors mitted suicide by drowning in Switzand county treasurers
and
also erland.
checked up the funds of the several
Although a German by birth, Hau
county treasurers. It is gratifying to lived for many years in Washington,
learn that financial matters in the D. C, where he was prominent sothree counties named are In very eood cially and in the legal profession.
condition and Indeed in the best shane Money troubles
Hau's
prompted
ever In their history.
crime.
His mother-in-lawas posAssessor Robert II. Boulware, of sessed of a lare fortune.
Increases

A

restaurants.

in

-

DAMAGE WILL
REACH MILLIONS
Recent Cyclone in India Was Destructive City of Kurrachl Suffered Especially.
Bombay, India, June 8. It is estimated that damage to the amount of
from three to six millions of dollars
was caused by the cyclone which
swept over Kurrachi on June 6 The
lighting system, of the city was completely wrecked.
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FE NEW MEXICAN ,

given is the new state's inability to
secure a $25 railroad rate from the
eastern states. But this is not the real
reason, as is known by veterans of
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
MEXICAN
THE
that war and all persons who have
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, Sec'y-TreaAX rnoST, Editor.
kept a close watch of affairs.
In a section of the constitution
drawn for the new state is a clause
Bntered aa Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflc.
prohibiting veterans of the United
States army from becoming citizens
3.75
six
mall
..
mouths, by
Daily,
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THEY CANNOT FOOL THE PRESIDENT.
Under the heading "The Gangsters
are Scared" the Albuquerque Morning
Coyote, the bought and paid for organ of the fake reformers, and owned
by a corporation in which adherents
of
Hagerman have much
financial interest, more lies are told,
more falsehoods are published and
more dirty and cowardly insinuations
are used in order to bolster up the
case and to fool "the
dear people" some more.
Hagerman is held up as a saint with
six haloes about his head1; as the
greatest reformer since the days of
..artin Luther, as an emblem of
purity, as a symbol of angelic inno-censas a paragon of virtue, and as
a gigantic mass of undefiled political
honesty. The opponents of this great
conglomeration are called "gentlemen
grafters" and the like. Having two
cases of criminal libel already against
Danny Macpherson, boss of the water
supply company ring and of the Morning Coyote, the article gives not the
names of these "gentlemen grafters"
but simply deals in general terms and
President Roosevelt is
falsifications.
no longer callled a fool or a knave;
he is no longer accused of "having
committed an outrage on decency and
honesty in New Mexico," and "a fearful crime against civilization" by
deserved removal. He is no
longer charged with having "unjustly,
removed
unfairly and cowardly"
Hagerman because he wanted the six
delegates from New Mexico in the
next Republican National convention.
No! No!
That d'irty and cowardly
olan of campaign conducted by the
Hagerman ring and the yellow sheets
has been
In its pay for a month
thrown aside, having been found absolutely useless, ridiculous and silly.
Now what bulldozing, lying, slandering
and .libeling could not attain soft
soap, .laudation and flattery are to
bring about. People who have read
the editorials and articles in the Albuquerque Morning Coyote fully understand the animos and the reasons
for this sudden change in the campaign. They know well that all this
assumed praise, this alleged lauda-bosand the thinnest balderdash, and
tion and soft soap are the veriest
in no way disguise the real hatred
and venom the Hagerman gang and

e,

Hag-erman-

h

its yellow sheets entertain for President Roosevelt because he did what
is right and proper in the premises.
The editorial in question endeavors to
help Hagerman by accusing other territorial officials of having committed
illegal,' improper and dishonest acts
in connection with sales of territorial
lands. Why such accusations should
is not set forth.
relieve Hagerman
The plea made for him is in conform-encwith the policy pursued by him
as governor and by the gang that
stands with him and by him and
this yellow sheet ever since Hagerman wanted reform, so he said. Look
at some of his reform appointments:
Miera, for instance; there is reform
for you; Sargent as auditor; more reform for you; Duncan as coal oil inspector, more reform for you; the
pocket veto of a bill passed by both
houses exempting naptha from the
operations of the coal oil inspection
law in order to cheapen the price of
naptha to farmers using naptha engines for irrigation; more reform for
you. The pocket veto of a bill passed
by both houses iproviding for the protection of owners of artesian wells in
the Pecos River section; more reform
for you; the approval of big appropria
tions for contingent expenses and for
some useless offices as well as in oth
or directions where the appropria
tions are of 'no benefit to the people;
there is more reform for you. This
list of alleged reform is so long that
it would take several columns to de
tail it here and now. More of it in
due course of time. In the meantime,
y

proprietors of such places claim that
the enlisted men are not excluded, be
cause they are soldiers and sailors,
but because the uniform in which they
appear is not considered the proper
dress for such occasions. There is
probably something in this. At the
same time the uniform of the United
States and the man wearing it as long
as they behave themselves and act in
proper manner should bo treated with
the respect and the utmost consideration. If it is a question of dress simply, the people will not care much. If.
however, exclusions are meant to
show disrespect for the country and
to the uniform its soldiers and sailors
wear, the sooner the practice stops
the better for all concerned.
The Denver Republican treats the
subject from the standpoint of conventionality and says concerning it:
"In the pother that is being kicked
up over the sailors who were refused
admission to a dancing pavilion near
the Jamestown Exposition because
they were in uniform, it appears that
somebody is becoming unduly excited.
"The whole question seems to hinge,
not on a matter of patriotism, but on
the question of suitable dress. No
doubt the men who barred the sailors
from the dancing floor are good citi
zens, who respect the flag and respect
the men who are serving the colors.
But there are questions of suitable
dress which must be considered paramount in such cases. The sailor's
dress is all right for the ship, just as
the cowboy's chaperejos and spurs are
suited to the saddle, but has the sailor
any more right to wear his working
garb to a dance than a cowboy has to
go to the city and attend a social func
tion in his chaps and spurs?
"In England they are formal to a
degree when it comes to matters of
dress. The other day the son of an
American millionaire who wore a
costume to dinner in a great
hotel, became very indignant when he
was requested to don more conventional attire. While the demands of
conventionality are not so strong in
this country, at the same time it is
recognized that there are certain limits which it is not in good taste to ignore.
"If the government is going to insist that the uniform is privileged to
'go anywhere,' we fancy it has a large
contract on its hands. The question is
not one of men, but of clothes not of
disloyalty, but of good manners."
fre-and-eas- y

CATALOGUE OF THE NEW
MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE.
Out of the mass of printing that
comes to the desk of every daily news
paper, it is a delight occasionally to
pick a pamphlet or a piece of job
work that stands above even the high
grade of printing that is the rule now
adays in progressive towns and cities.
Such a work of art is the annual catalogue of The 'New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell for the year
What is even more noteworthy
Is the fact that this fine example of
typographical and engraving skill was
printed in New Mexico, it being the
production of the press of the Ros
well Printing Company which has set
itself so high a standard that its
work is not surpassed for artistic balance by the best printing offices in
the larger cities." The catalogue is
profusely illustrated with half tones
printed either in black or in tint, some
of them vignetted and all of 'them
carefully brought out by the pressman
on the especially fine grade of heavy
coated paper. The typographical part
of the catalogue is in keeping with
the pictoral- - display. The type used is
new and neat, the subject matter well
arranged, the heads excellently displayed, the margins wide and the
cover harmonious, being deckle-edg- e
gray, a design in bronze green printed in the upper left hand corner of
the front page, being the only embellishment.
Of course, great praise
ie due also to the editors of the catalogue, the photographer who took the
pictures and the management which
had the catalogue printed for the ten
dency of the trustees of the faculty
of most institutions is to Interfere
with the artistic ideas of the printer
rather than to encourage them.
1907-0- 8
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the "gangsters are scared" may be
scared for all this paper cares or
knows, but that the respectable and
of New Mexico
decent citizenhood
and its .leaders and the Republican
organization in this Territory are not
afraid or scared one bit is a fact so
patent, so prominent that it needs 'no
more iteration than to say that their WHY OKLAHOMA WAS NOT CON- SIDERED FAVORABLY.
conduct speaks for itself and in no
mistakable terms.
It looks as If the annual encampment
of the veterans of the Spanish-Amer- i
IS THERE NECESSITY FOR THIS can war will not be held in Oklahoma
is suggested. The reason for this Is
POTHER?
There has been considerable discus- not generally known. It Is given by
sion In eastern papers over the exclu- the Pueblo Chieftain and it is a rather
sion of enlisted men both of the army strange if a very pertinent and good
one. In explaining the situation the
nnd navy from dancing and similar
In several places and especially Chieftain says that Oklahoma seems
at seaports, ... one notably at the to have lost Its chance of entertain
TflmestowTi Exposition., There is con ing the veterans of the Spanish-Ame- r
slderable more fuss- and feathers about I ican war In their annual encampment
the affair than there ought to be. The this year. One of the chief reasons
s

-

PUBLIC SCHOOL IN PRECINCT 18,
Precinct iNo. 18 should have a modern school building. Although it toas
more Individual taxpayers than any
it has no pub
other precinct,
lic
school building,
although the
other three city precincts have en
joyed such facilities for years. The
small children of this ward in some
instances walk over a mile to attend
the primary grades and while fortunately, Santa Fe"s climate permits
doing this without hardship the great
er part of the year, there are days
when the weather Is inclement and
when children must either stay home
or expose themselves to danger of seNor is a small child
vere illness.
that has walked a mile and more, fit
to buckle down to work in the school,
especially when this walk must be
taken four times each school day. The
members of the Board of Education
of Precinct No. 18 should see to it
that their precinct gets the modern
school house that it was tactily understood and1 openly announced each
ward was to have out of the munificent donation of Fort Marcy to the
city for public school purposes.
DELGADO STREET.
For a month or more, even the two-incplank mat serves as a footbridge
over the Santa Fe River at the Dolga- do Street crossing has been Impassable
and that important thoroughfare is
practically closed to traffic. In addition, it is dangerous to teams and
pedestrians on account of the high
banks of the river on each side and
the county would be liable for damages for injuries sustained by its neglect. Over three years ago, it was
that the bridge at this point was
swept away by a flood and although
the New Mexican has called attention
to the dangerous condition of the
crossing and has had the individual
promise of members of the county
board to remedy their neglect by ordering a new bridge built at this point,
there is no sign as yet that this will
b
done, although Delgado Street is
ono of the' most important cross
streets of the town and the bridge
would be the only one for almost a
mile north of the College Street
bridge.
A
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MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe

8,

1907,
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FIRST fJATIOJVAL

BAJflI

FE

OF SANTA

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney' at Law.
'Phone

Office, Griffin Block.

66.

G. W. PRICHArJD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to caBes
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

The

oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established in 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI

A.

Practices

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Office; Sena Block, Palacj Avenue.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.
A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.
Demlng
BONHAM

& WADE,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
A.

B.

RENEHAN,

Practices in the Supreme and
Courts. Mining and Land Law
a Specialty.
Santa Fe. N.

Office

in Catron Block,

HUGHES, Vies President.

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.

Capital Stock $15 ,000.

Transacts

a general

Surplus and Undivided Profits

banking business

In

$63,500.

Loans

all Its branches.

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
Buys and sells bonds and

security.

Buys and sells domestic

Its customers.

r world

on as liberal

terms as are given

agency, public or private.

rate

and

by

In all

markets for

foreign exchange

and

of

the civilized

money

transmitting

ports

any

col-ater-

Interest allowed on time deposits at the

1

months' or year's term,

j

a six

three per cent per annum, on

of

ctocki

of money to all

makes telegraphic transfers

Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock

The bank executes all orders

of

its patrons

In

and

products.

the banking line, and

aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
is respectfully
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public

conDeso-

licited.
I

THE

HOTEL

M.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

ON

h

JUNE

SATURDAY,

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
E. BARBER,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt Attention Given to All
Business.

One 6f the Best Hotels in the West
Calsine and Table Service Unexcelled

GEORGE;

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for. Second Judicial
District.
Practices In the District Court and
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

LACOMU & GABLE, Proprietors.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexicau
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forROMAN L. BACA,
who has spent the past ten days
Real
Estate and Mines.
in southern New Mexico, sees nothSpanish
Notary Public.
Translator,
ing but signs of progress and notes
Office Griffin Bldg.,
Washington
a constant increase in population, in
business activity and in building in Ave., San'a Fe, N. M.
the several towns. The: values of asOSTEOPATHY.
sessed property for taxable purposes
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
in the counties of Dona Ana, Luna
Osteopath.
and Grant will show a considerable inNo. 108 Palace Ave.
crease, although not as much as might
Successfully treats acute and chronic
be the case. Conditions in matters of
assessment and collection and proper diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
accounting of taxes are constantly betHours:
m.,
'Phone 156.
p. rn.
tering and are in a satisfactory

-
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American and European Plan. ComtnodidtH Sample Room. Stpm
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good One Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Pres the Button we do the re8t

2

CONY T. BROWN,

Mining Engineer.
A short time ago, Alamogordo reand Treasurer New Mexico
Secretary
ported that its jail was without a
School of Mines,
single occupant and now Eddy County Socorro
New Mexico.
comes forward with the boast that
its county jail is empty and has cells
to let. This is
CORBET & SMYTHE,
certainly getting to
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
be a
Territory, especially
In communities where not so long ago .Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
it was the custom for cowboys to
Santa F e, N. M.
shoot up settlements and where the East side Plaza.
little amenities of
people
H. B. HOLT,
were not too closely observed in fighting for possession of the range.
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts as
New Mexico courts are certainly
well
as before the Supreme Court of
in
criminal cases, swift and
busy and
evenhanded justice is the order of the the Territory.
day. Considering the thinly settled
condition of this Territory, great disr
tances of many settlements frrm railroads, and the scarcity of law officers, crimes are few and in a great
majority of cases they are promptly
investigated, Indictments are found,
trials had and the guilty ones

Coronado Hotel and Cafe
One ot

the Best Restaurants in ilie Fonthweat.

OPEN DAY and NIGHT

g

You're Treated So Well You Can't Hardly Leave.

FORGET THOSE SWELL

DON'T

ROOMS

g

The farmers of Kansas are in a fair
way to get along, Wall o'.reet panic or
no Wall Street panic, especially as
long as wheat is above the dollar
mark per bushel. They have $1C0,000,-00deposited in the banks of the Sunflower state.

Remington

Only 50c. Hot and Cold Water Baths
SHORT ORDERS SERVED IN

A

RUSH

Eat Pure Fo d, Sleep on a Nice Clean Bed Whs t More. (Ks Basiaote)
I respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.

G.

LUPE IjERREHA, Prop.

BERGERE

Willi BY coin

GENERAL AGENT

FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

0

A

population of 40,000 Is now
claimed for El Paso and the indications are that this Halm is about correct. Verily the Southwest Is becoming great.

PENN

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

typewriter5

Purely a Mutual Insurance

Rational Surety

Company.

Co., of fJcw York

Ceurt, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowtat Rata,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companion.

It is a cold clay in the Sunshine
Territory t'nes dr.ys whei a new
a newsia,'.?r is ... t started. Sure
(.;
signs of progress these.

Palace Avenue
SHOR1 ORDER MEALS.

It may be "Bill" Taft vs "nm
The best short order moaTs are now
Bryan in 1908 and if so the chances
being served. at the Bm Ton Restau
are decidedly in favor at the, firtf rant. T.ie best cooks, and waiters are
"Bill."
employed at 'all pi
.

v

A NT A FE, ... NEW MEXICO
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

JUNE

SATURDAY,

SANTA

1907.
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WHY SO WEAK?

The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock-etespecially for the uae of Justice
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly ana durably bound
with leather back, and covers and canvas, sides, have full index in front and
the tees of Justices of the peace and
eonstableB printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 12
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
To
civil and 320 pages criminal.
offered
at the
are
them
troduce
they,
following low prices:
. .12.76
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and criminal.. ..14.00
For 45 "ents additional for a single
docket, or 56 cents additional tor a
combination docket, .hey will be seat
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

a

Kidney Trouble May Be Sapping Your
Life Away Santa Fe People Have
Learned this Fact.
When a healthy man or woman be
gins to run down without apparent
cause, become weak, languid, depressed, suffers backache, headache, dizzy spells and urinary disorders, look
to the kidneys for the cause of it all.
Keep the kidneys well and they will
keep you well. Doan's Kidney Pills
cure sick kidneys and keep them well.
Here is Santa Fe testimony to prove
it.
Jose Ortiz y Baca, living on Alto
street, Santa Fe, New Mexico, says:
"From a short use of Doan's Kidney
Pills I derived benefit which gives me
just cause to vouch for the efficiency
of this medicine.
At intervals for
three year3 I was more or less troubled with pain in my back and seeing
Doan's Kidney Pills highly recommen
ded for this complaint I procured a
box at Ireland's Pharmacy and after
taking them as directed I was relieved
in a short time and in every sense of
the word the result was satisfactory.
Herewith are some bargains offered
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburby the New Mexican Printing Com- cents.
Co., Buffalo,
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the New York, sole agents for the Uniteu
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep States.
Remember the name Doan's and
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Missouri Code take no other.
$S;
Pleading
Pleadings, 26; the two tor J10; Adapt j
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
"A SPECIAL"
Mexico, 1899, 1301, and 1903, English
For sick folks. Your attention is
and Spanish
psmpb'et, $2.25; full
called to the fact that our whiskey
leather, 13; Sherks Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.26; two or is bought in 'bond and purity is absomore books, 81 each; New Mexico Su- lutely guaranteed.
94.
THE CLUB.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in- Telephone
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilation Mil'-lL- g 'jiDwan wor 'scseti rji 'snuon. J,i;srT
Laws, 50c; Money's Digest, of envelopes, of all sizes primed and sola
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50; by tht New Mexican Pr'ntlng Comfull list school blanks.
pany at low rare and in omutitiM
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Sanatorium of Public Health
Marine Hospital Service

lps-,- J

i

fij
San i a Rosa

nMortarty

Ymmt

n

Written especially for the New Mexi- cuted the use of tents as sleeping
quarters for consumptives, and during
can by Dr. Paul M. Carrlngton,
In
the
Command.)
past year, in conjunction with the
Surgeon
Fort Stanton, established in 1855, sanatorium architect, Mr. Thomas,
to control the Mescalero and White has devised an improved a consumptiv
Mountain Apache Indians, was aban dwelling called a "tent house" which
doned as an army post in August, 1890, is illustrated in this article. Of tents
there are now in ac
all troops withdrawn and the reserva- and
use
at
tual
Dethe
sanatorium more than
to
Interior
the
over
tion turned
about one hunof
eighty,
accommodating
order
executive
By
partment.
dred
Suitable toiland
1,
fifty
patients.
President McKinley, dated April
reservation, et and bath house have been con1809, the Fort Stanton
then consisting of sixteen square structed in the tent and tenthouse
to
miles, was on the recommendation of villages and are sufficiently near
Walter Wyman bo utilized by the patients without inGeneral
Surgeon
turned over to the Public Health and convenience.
Treatment of Patients.
Marine Hospital Service for use as a
The same hranch of the Public Ser
sanltorium for tuberculosis. The res
ervation, together with the buildings vice which operates Fort Stanton
thereon, was formally accepted from sanatorium also maintains hospitals
the Intericr Department on April 27, for the treatment of the seamen of
1899, by Past Assistant Surgeon J. O. the merchant marine at all the prinCobb, who was detailed to receive it cipal sea, lake and river ports of the
Seamen who become sick
and prepare the buildings for the re country.
are
or
Dr.
who
sailors.
of
Injured first apply to the
ception
consumptive
Cobb remained
command of the nearest marine hospital station for
sanltorium until January 25, 1901, treatment. Such of them as are
when he was relieved hy the writer. found to be suffering from tubercuAt that time there were about sixty losis are then reported to the
who grants the necessary au- patients under treatment and the num- -
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STUDY THE

MAP- -

The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
tion of freight, haviug the advantage of the easy
to the East and West, and direct communication with

for the distribushort
points in the

grasall and

Territory.
I
Wholesale houses are coming to W illard aa soon as the Cut-of- f
open.
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The purest water In N'ew Mx.
co.
The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New Mexico.
The water point on the great A T. & S. F. short line through New Mexl.
Willard is a growing town. Willi ard will make r City. Study the Mar
Your opportunity is there.
Far information, call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLORi
WILLARD, N. M.

Standard Eastern

s,

d,

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

8'!50

per teuton.

a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above
Sunshine avery day from September to June.
Is

W

M

tea-level-

9.

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

W. M. Atkinson,

Reed,

W.

A.
A TYPICAL

For particulars address

J.

COL.

W, WILLSCN,

the world. The efficacy ot these wat
tested by
eig has been thoroughly
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases; Paralysis, Rheu
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brighta

e

Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, ?rr ifula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal t mplalnts, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging a id bathing $2.50
per day; 215 per week; $50 per
month.
Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive uX all
seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for Oj3 Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. in., and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. in. the same day.
Fare for rouni trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further particulars, ad dregs

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

MM M

TENT COTTAGE.

Supt

0J0 CALlEflTE IjOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of ihe Ancient
miles west
CM Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north ot Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-a
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
Irom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There Is now a commodious
aotel for the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
A alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
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Santa Fe Livery Stable

well-watere- d.

;

SVV
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Session It

ihree terms of thirteen weeks each.

Jaffa,

r--

New Mexico

Coliegss. New buildings, 'all furnishings and eqt Ipments modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
baths, watar-workplete; steam-heate-

REQBNT8-Nath- an
Ftnlay and E. A. Cahoon

Vcsn,s

at Fort Stanton,

Established and Supported by the Territory.

ROSWELL

p LaH

Kennedy

y

THJJ MILITARY 8CH001. OF NEW MEXICO

d,

71 tea

Quanta Fe
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and

KOSWKLU NEW MBI1CO.
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

BIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates

FAQE THREE

H
HOW UNCLE SAM FIGHTS
v
GREAT WHITE PLAGUE

1

n

SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.3I

Proprietor.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

ber has gradually increased until now,
with a capacity for two hundred and
fifty, the average number, under treatment varies from one hundred and
eighty-fiv- e
to two hundred and forty.
of the Public
'beneficiaries
Only legal
Health and Marine Hospital Service
are received, the great majority of
them coming from the ranks of the
merchant marine of the United States.
Besides the officers and seamen of
the merchant marine, the beneficiaries of the Public Health and Marine
Officers and
Hospital Service are:
crews of the Light House Establishment, officers and crews of the Revenue Cutter Service, seamen on vessels
of the Engineer corps of the army,
keepers and crews of Life Saving Stations, officers and seamen of vessels
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
seamen oh army transports who are
not enlisted men of the army, and
officers of the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service.
Reservation Covers 43 Miles.
The present reservation having

thority for their transfer to Fort Stan
ton. The patient arriving at Fort
Stanton is, without regard to his con
dition, immediately
placed in bed
where he must remain at perfect rest
for at least four days, and longer if
After being put to hed
necessary.
he is given a copy of the regulations
made for his guidance and during his
four days period of enforced rest he
is supposed to make himself thoroughly familiar with these regulations. During this period of rest his
case is carefully observed and at the
end of the period he is either continued in the hospital or transferred to w
as his
a tent, dormitory or
condition may require. At this time
he receives a physical examination
which includes of course, a microscopical examination of his sputum, and
if his condition warrants he is transferred from the hospital to the ambulant sick report, the patients composing the latter being given about
fifteen minutes setting up or breathing exercises every morning. Patients

LIVERY.BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
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Special Summer Sale of

LADIES FUSLI

UNDERWEAR

White Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

.

H. C. Yontz

OF

MANUFACTURE

DEALER IN

W.

Watches, Clods. Jewelry
and Hand Fainted

China- -
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Repair of Floe Watctaws and Jewnlrv Work a
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Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

J, W. MAYES
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COMPANY

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
AGENCY AMERICAN SURETY CO.

Judicial and Fidelity Bonds
Laughliii Block

m

curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: .To Havo the Bes: of Everything In Our Lint,

Proprietor.

FROM A PINT UP.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

Veres

Blankets,

PABST'S BLUE EIBBOX2'Ac Beer of Quality.
ANY QUANTITY

Street

Id-dl- n

SANTA FE, N.

been considerably enlarged by execu
tive order, now consists of over forty
three square miles, and is situated in
Lincoln County, between the White
and Capitan Mountains.
The Rio Bch
nito traverses the reservation a distance of eight miles from west to
oast, and the sanatorium buildings
occupy an area of about twenty-fiv- e
or- thirty acres in the center of the
reservation and on the south bank of
the Bonito, at an altitude of 6231 faet
above sea level. Nearly all the (buildings have been remodeled, the general style of architecture adopted being
colonial. Beautiful anc" Jommodloua
porches have replaced' the narrow
leanto affairs which were originally
built and the buildings surrounding
the parade ground now present an artistic and harmonious abearance.
For six years the writer
a advo- .

M.-

-

GROUP OF TENT COTTAGES.

WET WEATHEE WORK
HEALTHFUL
AND

having fever are kept in bed and
PLEASANT
those having a pulse rate of one hunIF YOU WEAR
dred or more are not permitted to
take the breathlnk or any other form
of exercise. An ample and varied dietary consisting largely of fresh, unskimmed sweet milk, eggs and meat,
WATERPROOF
with milk between meals if desired,
OILED CLOTHING
BLACK OR VCU.OW
is furnished the patient
The sanaPerfecf Protection
torium maintains its own dairy herd
Longest Service
of Jersey cows, producing from one
Low in Price
hundred and twenty to two hundred
Sold Everywhere
gallons of milk daily, and during the
season of most bountiful supply about
six hundred pounds 6f butter monthly.
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
A herd of well graded Herford cattle
at present supplies the station with "Several years since my lungs were
its beef during five or six months of so badly affected that I had many
the year and will In the course of the hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of
next two years supply all beef need- Wood, Ind. "I took treatment with
several physicians without any benefit.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
I then started to take Foley's Honey

and Tar, and my lungs are now as
sound as a bullet. I recommend it in
advanced
stages of lung trouble."
Foley's Honey and Tar stops the cough
and heals the lungs, and prevents serious results from a cold. Refuse substitutes. For sale by the Ireland
Pharmacy.
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The Saturday Afternoon Whist Club
met this afternoon with Mrs. S. C.
Cartwright on De Vargas Street.
T. G. Coffee, a healthseeker from
Chicago, Illinois, has arrived In the
city, and taken apartments at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Miss Gladys Childers, daughter of

Hon. and Mrs. W. B. Childers, of Albuquerque, has gone to Los Angeles,
California, on a visit to friends.
George H. Van Stone, manager of
the Hughes Mercantile Company's establishments in Estancla and Mori-arty- ,
was in town today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ehle will leave
tomorrow on a pleasure trip to Los

Why suffer with

Angeles and other points in California. They will be absent about two
Our
in the latest spring designs.
months.
Mrs. Stiwald, of Lorraine, Ohio,
clothing is made well and gives the
was an arrival during the week in
Santa Fe and is visiting her daughter,
same swagger effect as the highest
Miss Floreuce Stiwald, who is a house
guest at 'St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
priced goods, although we are offering
Miss Harriet C. Hitchcock of Hilo,
RHEUMATISM CUTS, OLD
is a visitor in Las Vegas, the
Hawaii,
these Suits at very popular prices.
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
guest of Miss Eleanor A. Thomas.
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
They will spend the coming week at
SCALDS, ETZ.,
If you want the snappiest looking
G. A. Priedel, Dallas, Tex.
Harvey's ranch resort in the moun
tains north of 'the Meadow City.
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow
suit of clothes you'll be wise to call
Liniment for my family. It
Captain E. C, Abbott was among
Is the best Liniment made.
those who left for Tierra Amarilla
upon us and take prompt advantage
It relieves burns and scalds.'
has
Abbott
this morning. Captain
25c, 50c and $1.00
of this offering.
considerable legal business before the
Coun
coming term of the Rio Arriba
VKnnr fsnnw I inimpntCo.
ty district court.
ST. IiOUIB, MO.,
Associate Justice John R. McFie left
CLOTHES
BO
this morning for Tierra Amarilla,
EXCLUSIVE AND ONLY AUTORIZED AGENTS IN SANTA FE
where he will open court Monday
Recommended
Sold
and
by
next. He expects to be absent about
We will be proud of the showriSUHER DRUG CO.
ten days or two weeks. The dockets
are not extensive.
Mrs. Frank Dibert and daughters,
ing for it will bear evidence
L. Bradford Prince and
Miss Heloise and Miss Diborta, who
'USUI
M. Freeman, of Greeley,
James
Hon.
have been sojourning in Los Angeles
our
in
been
Southern
have
who
appreciate
that parents
and other California resorts during Colorado,
Rio Arriba County on legal business,
the spring are expected to retura
about
returned to the city this evening. Mr.
matter
uo
good clothes,
home at an early date.
Freeman
expects to leave 'for his ColMrs. J. A. Wood and daughter, Miss
home
orado
early next week.
Laura Wood, of this city, have been
the size or taste
Carol
;Miss
Lindbeck, a teacher in
visspending the week in Las Vegas
local
the
schools, who has been
public
comfriends
the
and attending
:
of the boy. Bring
iting
for the ensuing term, left
mencement
exercises at the New
Mexico Normal University.
during the week for points in Colorain your boys ana
General 'Manager S. B. Grimshaw do, and from there will go to EmNew Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Dressing
Furniture,
of the Santa Fe Central Railway is poria, Kansas, where she will he for
we assure you en
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.
back after attending the annual meet the remainder of her summer vacaJust Received a Complete
ing of general freight agents and traf- tion.
tire satisfaction at
fic managers of Western railroads this
EMBALMING AND
Adjutant General A, P. Tarkington
Lin s of the Famous Fa
week at Denver, Colorado.
is enjoying a visit from his mother,
Mr. and Mrs, J. P. Lyng returned Mrs. B. S. Tarkington and his sister,
UNDERTAKING
Stockings in all Sizes
last evening from Ltenver, Colorado, Mrs W. F. Cook, both of
whither the former as trahic agent of
Indian Territory. Miss Mabel
and Weights
the Santa Fe Central Railway went Clench of Las Vegas is also a guest
306-to attend a meeting of general freight at the Tarkington residence in the
'Phone 10.
San Francisco St.
1.
agents of the Western railroads.
Ne.
Capital.
Night Call 'Phone
Mrs. C. L. Stevenson and Mrs.
'Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Wilson, of
Mt II i
James L. 'Seligman who have been Chicago, Illinois, have returned to this
visiting their son and brother at Ala- city from a week's visit to Silver City,
meda, California, are now among the Deming, Las Cruces
and El Paso.
1 summer
sojourners at Long Beach; They enjoyed their trip very much.
THE LARGEST MB MOST
DATE DRY GOOI'S HOUSE IS THE C1TI
0
a hotel seaside resort close to Ivos
They will be here until the middle of
Angeles.
A Large Car of
the1
week and are now guests
Miss May Spitz will be a passenger at coming'
the Palace.
tomorrow for Los Angeles, California,
Morton McMillan, of Las Cruces,
where she will be a guest of Miss
has
been a guest at the home of Mr.
Hortense McKenzie, formerly of Santa
Fe. She expects to be away about six and Mrs. Ross McMillan on Upper
weeks and may prolong her stay to Palace Avenue during the week,
WIHTEB GaOGEHY CO.
.huge and Mrs. Daniel H. McMillan,
two months.
S. Spitz and his little son, 'Master of Las Cruces, expect to pay a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. Ross McMillan, their
In Everything for 30 Days
Bernard Spitz, left yesterday for Den?on and daughter, at an early date
ver. Colorado.
They will return to
sumthis city early during the coming aid will likely remain for the
mer.
FOR
QUEENSWARE, HARDWARE,
week accompanied by Miss Florence
District Court Clerk A. M. Bergere
RANGES,
STOVES,
RUGS,
Spitz who has been at school in the who
the past week in Denver
FRAMES.
spent
PICTURE
AND
Colorado Capital.
Fruits And Vegetables
with Mrs. Bergere attending the comPRICE $3.C0.
The Young People's Dancing Club mencement exercises at Wolfe
Hall,
entertained last evening at another of where their daughter, Miss Anita
CALL AND GET PRICES.
of All Iinds in
its fortnightly dancing parties at Elks' Luna de
Bergere, graduated, left DenHall. The evening was an ideal one
for Tierra Amarilla, where
ver
for a dance and the members and on. today next
Season.
he, whi ofifciate at
Monday
their invited friends enjoyed the oc- the
opening of the district court for
casion to the utmost.
Rio Arriba County.
Mrs. L. B. Prince, who spent the
Colonel William A. Glassford, Sig
past three months at the Prince home- nal Corps, IT. S. Army, who has been
stead at Flushing, Long Island, and stationed at Seattle, Washington, for ISSS3
QC& I
who has been visiting friends and rela- the past two years in charge of govtives in various New York and New ernment cable and telegraph lines in
England cities will likely return to the state of Washington and in AlasA
Santa Fe in about ten days.
ka, has been transferred to San FranReference: Quality cf Blocks Produced.
a
J. E. Smithers, manager of the
cisco, on duty as chief signal officer
Hotel at East Las Vegas, has of the military department of CaliSEE OUR
FACE PATTERNS
gone to New York City, where he fornia, where Colonel and Mrs. Glass-for- d
now are.
will join his wife and family for a
Fe. Telephone No. 40.
S. E. Comer
month's vacation. Mrs. Smithers and
Judge A. A. Freeman and
the children have been visiting rela- J. O. Cameron, both of Carlsbad, will
tives in the metropolis for some time. leave Monday next for Seattle, Washington, where they will remain for
some time. Both are interested in
timber lands in Washington and Brit
The following coupon properly filled
ish Columbia.
They may decide to
out, will bring you our complete
remain and become citizens of the
Talking Machine literature, illusNorthwest. Should this become a fact
trating the different styles of mathe Territory will lose two very val
chines, giving titles of
liable and highly respected citizens.
the thousands of Victor
Brigadier General James Allen,
O'Neill-Jame- s
Records, band3, songs,
Co.
of
The
Chicago,
Signal Corps, U. S. Army, who has
solos, etc. Also
stories,
the
dealers in Talking
many friends in this Territory and
prices and tellquoting
Machines, has placed us in a position
who is on duty in the National Capi
of our liberal plan
to give to every family who trades at
ing
tal recently successfully accomplished
of selling machines on
our store, one of the
a balloon trip from Washington, D.
Fill In,
easy payments.
to Harrlsburg, Pennsylvania. General
cut
it out, and mail today.
Allen is making experiments In milGRAND BUSY BEE DISC
itary ballooning and this was one of
THE
the trial trips in connection with
these experiments.
Invitations have been received in
this city from the Rough Riders MonuABSOLUTELY
FREE
MUSIC
ment Commission of Arizona to the
COMPANY,
exercises to take place at the unveilThis machine is equipped with all
1625-3California Street,
ing of an equestrian statue at Pres-cotthe latest improvement
' Denver, Colo. '
Arizona, in honor of the First
United States Volunteer Cavalry "The
Mobley's Wonderful Sound Box and
Rough Riders" and in memory of CapMorning Glory Horn that gives a
wonderful volume of music, reproduc
tain. William O. O'Neill and of the
Gentlemen:
You may send me your Illustrated Talking Machine
his
and
Disc
Grand
Bee
comrades
died
who
the
In
to
sweet
Busy
tones.
addition
regiment
you
as
giving
Its
rich,
all
voice
in
literature,
per your advertisement in the Daily and Weekly Santa
ing the human
In the service of their country during
one of the Busy Bee Disc Records
New
Fe
Mexican.
Talklne Machine Free, we are going to give with additional- purchases
-- 1.,
.
. J the war with Spain. It will be rememFree. We ask vou to call and Inspect our complete line or goods, ana assure you iuu vaiue iur every uuibered that the Territory of Arizona apCOUPONS.
FOR
BE
AND
ASK
SURE
store.
our
at
lar spent
Name.
propriated the Bum of $10,000 to deocWe are giving away one of these high grade machines Freo with
statue.
this
cost
of
The
fray the
ECO. 150.00 In coupons and a
record with each additional $5.00
casion promises to be a very memorAddress.
of the Rough Ridone
and
able
many
some
hear
and
machine
excellent
see
this
In
Call
and
in
coupon
HARDWARE AND PLUMBING
ers In this Territory expect to attend.
music.
228 San Francisco Pt. Santa Fe, N. M.
plaids
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WILL CURE
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Furniture Company.
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A SPECIALTY.
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NATHAN
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$18.00 I20.00 Up to
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Jaramillo is at the Norman-diregistered from Ojo Callente. He
Is here on business.
There will be a meeting of the
Woman's Board of Trade on Monday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the library rooms.
Charles Astler, ihas gone to Ojo Cal
lente, there to take the baths at
Joseph's hot springs sanitariJ.

FOR MEN
fp'i

'

e

M.

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO
TBSSSSSS mSBSBSSSWaSOB

Prepared to Fill Small or Large Orders for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

An-tonl-

Full Dress Suits and Rain Coats

MADE TO ORDER

i

Largest Line

Oi

Shirts Id Santa fe

The Swellestand Most Complete Line
of Men's Ties in New Mexico
ELL

KIPS

SOWER IKBWEWI

OF

Straw and Panama Hats
Everything That's Up

To-Dat-

Hosiery

With

e

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS ACCOUNT it.

If you have any spare cash lylfit
around, make haste to place it in the
bank where it is not only safe from
burglars and Are, but where it alao
draws Interest
Bury seedB rz, the ;roundi and they
grow and irtcrea? but cash is apt
lo decrease very jnlckly If treated
In the
same mainr. Plant your
money in a safe bant and watch it
grow.

comfortable reeling to
It gives
know that you have a crop of money
coming on. Start a savin? account
and feel that way.

r
7- -

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

0
To have our

much the largest asset we have in our business.

customers say to their friends, "Every .statement made by S. Spitz
cnn be relied upon" is the very best recommendation
for.

I'AGE FIVft

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. SI.

NKTV

we can

strive

um for a month.

1

C. A. Hernandez, merchant at Ojo
Caliente, Rio Arriba County, reached
the city last evening and attended to
business here today.
He registered
at the Normandle.
The Santa Fe Centrals left this af
ternoon for Albuquerque where they
are scheduled to cross bats In another
baseball game tomorrow with the At
bnquerque Mcintosh Browns.
WANTED To purchase copies of
the Session Laws since 1897 and of
the Compiled Laws of 1897 in the
Address the New
Spanish language.
Mexican Printing Company.
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 Knights
Templar, will meet this evening in
special conclave at Masonic Hall for
the purpose of conferring the order of
Sothe Red Cross upon candidates.
journing Sir Knights are courteously
Invited to be present.
Benigno Jaramillo and daughter of
Anton Chico, passed through the city
Mr. Jatoday en route to Estancla.
ramillo is a sheep raiser in Guadalupe County and has also a sheep
ranch in Torrance County. His daughter attended the Academy of the Sisters of Loretto at Las Vegas during
the past school year.
The following visitors have registered since Wednesday at the rooms
of the Historical Society:
James W.
Neal. of Indianapolis,
Indiana; Edward A. Orr, of Kansas City, Missouri;
George A. Ruddy, of Vincennes, Indiana; D. F. Lyons, of Fenton, Michigan; Miss Retta Plerando and Miss
Annie E. Freeman, of New York City;
Alfred H. Fischer, of Chicago, Illinois;
A. S. Hubbard, of San Francisco, California.
Bids for the furnishing of the following supplies for the United States
Indian Training School for the coming
fiscal year have been opened by Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall and
awards have been made as follows
One hundred cords of wood to John
Dendahl, of Santa Fe; 500 pounds of
ground chill to G. W. Bond and
Brother, Espunola; 75 tons of hay and
50,000 pounds of potatoes to Leo
Hersch, of Santa Fe.
Manager W. H. Kerr, of the Santa
Fe Baseball Association, states that
the construction, of the fence around
the baseball grounds lias commenced.
Fence posts on two sides have been
put up and steadies for the fence will
be placed next week. Five wagon
loads of lumber arrived this morning
from the sawmills of the Yellow Pine
Lumber Company in Box Canon and
about 13,00ft feet of .boards are on
hand. Manager Kerr expects, to have
the baseball grounds ready "by July 1.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall of
the United States Indian Training
School near this city announces that
there are several girl pupils at the
school who understand house work
thoroughly and who are good workers
and desire positions as servants with

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.
satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

H. S. KAUNE

8

CO.

it bur guarantee.

SQPTT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

.

NO. 9

Korn
Kinks
Until our present supply 1e
exhausted we will give one
package of Korn Kinks FREE

with , each
package, or

of

purchase

one

TWO PACKAGES FOR 5C.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
a
M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

USE

ALLEN'S

Main OffiM, LAS VEGAS,

M.

CHAS. CL08SOW.

Still Another Pointer

It rests the
try Allen's Foot-Easfeet and makes new or tight shoes
easy. Cures aching, swollen, sweat
ing feet. Relieves corns and bunions
of all pain and gives rest and com
fort. Try it today. Sold by all Drug
gists and Shoo Stores, 25c. Dou't ac
For FREE trial
cept any substitute.
package, also Free Sample of the
FOOT-EASa
Sanitary CORX-PAD- ,
new Invention, address Allen S. Olm- Roy, X. Y.
sted,
e.

will
Mil

families in the city. Superintendent
Crandall believes that the girl-i- , if employed as they desire to be, will give
satisfaction in the positions given
them. Here Is a first class chance
for housewives in this city to secure
'
competent and reliable help.
A. famous Gypsy has been secured
for the Plaza fete on June 18, whose
peeps into the future may he relied
on and all who desire a glimpse beyond the veil can have their curiosity
gratified, by crossing her palm with
silver. Charming Gypsy maidens will
make the scene attractive with their
beauty and characteristic costumes at
the Woman's Board of Trade Plaza
fete. Every effort will be made to
please the children and on this occas-- '
ion they need not keep off the grass;
so bring them along and let them enjoy themselves.

the city. Every
piece perfecly fin-

in

ished. We can furnish your home

1

from cellar to garret.
'PHONE NO.

Improves Every Figure
PRICE FIFTY CENTS A PAIR

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

83,

Everything in Hardware

Free Samples of "Preventics" and a
booklet on Colds will be gladly mailed
you, on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis., simply to prove merit. Preventics are little Candy Cold Cure tablets.
No Quinine, no Laxative,
nothing
harmful whatever. Preventics prevent
colds as the name implieswhen
taken early, or at the "Sneeze Stage."
For a seated cold or LaGrippe, break
it up safely and quickly with Prevent- ics. Sold by the Fischer Drug Com
pany.

TW new vuKinai vjrinKv.
lent, it cleanses
istautly.

SANTA

FE

ASPARAGUS

Am TOnr d rnraifit for tt.
ne cannot mppiy the
AhAr hut apnn KtAmD fur
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ntiiHtrntpd

FANCY LETTUCE
ETC.

RADISHES

hnnk

ftenlwi.
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FOR

D

A

FULL SIZED FARM HORSE

the daily allowance of feed should b
30 pounds of hay and 12 pounds ot
crushed oats. If the quality is good
this should keep him in fine condltloa.
Won't be necessary to exceed this
allowance if our
FEED

IE

8 CO.

particular, and direction! In"S
Willi.
(14 Eiut 884 Street. NEW

fill

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
in city.
The only
Second to none in Territory.
Four first-clasartists .: :
Electrical Baths . . .'. 11.50
.25
Other Baths
Parlori Iocted Wett Aide Pla
W. II. KERR, Proprietor

26.

s

It Is or prime quality
and contains the largest percentage of
nourishing elements.
We can quote pleasing prices on
Hay, Grain, Mill Feed, etc.
Sole Agency For
is purchased.

ffHAV
f

k'$
''

Sfttif

poun
--- L-k
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LEO

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ICE CREAM!

Tt irlYM

first-clas-

H. S. KAUNE

3

SfflBggBSg

uireregteu

kMARVELWhirlingSpray

i

The choicest stock

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
Finch, Ark., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
I know that it has cured
trouble.
consumption in the first stages." You
never heard of any one using Foley's
Honey and Tar and not heing satis
fled. For sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.

FRESH EVERY DAY

1

,

urniture

Evory Woman
uu

I0SE

,

Have You Tried
JAPALAC AND LIQUID VENEER?
They Are Wonder Workers
We Sell Them

A. A. Herren,

uiuuiu ujvw
about the wonderful

,

Spouts, Gutters, Tinwork.
Tar and Felt Paper, Rex Flint-koteWire Scret-nsScreen
Doors, Paint fur Interior and
Exterior Barn or Hoof, Win'
i.lits and
dow Glass, Sa:;l)
Cord, Plumbing.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

We have the White Mountain
Freezer, lee Picks, lee Shaves,
Lemon Squeezers, Refrigerators, Camp Equipment, Tents,
Wagon Covers, Bed Sheets,
Buggies, Harness, SaddWy.

fish bait wanted.

EVERY DAY

THE FOSTER

IT IS MONEY IN
YOUR POCKET
To see us about Nails, Roof-lng-

ICE CREAM SEASON IS HERE

If going fishing next week, a very
necessary part of your outfit will be a
gallon or two of pure snake juice.
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.

W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
"This is to certify that I have
used Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for
and it has
chronic
constipation,
proven, without a doubt, to be a thor
ough, practical remedy for this trou
ble, and it is with pleasure I offer my
conscientious reference." For sale at
the Ireland Pharmacy.

FOR

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

.

Blank Butchers Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,

Tiles get quick and certain relief
OintDr.
from
Shoop's
Magic
ment. Please note it is made alone
for Piles, and its action Is positive
and certain. Itching, painful, protruding or blind piles disappt ar like magic
by its use. Large nic i capped glass
the Fischer
jars, 50 cents. Sold
Drug Company.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

it

'

IS

i

M. M.

ROSA,

FOOT-EAS-

A powder to be shaken into the
shoes. If you have tired, aching feet,

writes:

Will Have Fancy

SUPPORTER

SANTA

N. M.

s

Letter copy books of the best maar kept In stock bj the New
terial
I am prepared to furnish Ice Cream
Mexican
Printing Company and wlU
24
In
orders
prices. If possible send
sold at very low figures for
be
and Ices in any quantity. Call up
work. When you are In need c.'
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
a
letter
copy book of the right kind,
or 48 hours in advance.
the New Mexican Printing
patronize
E. C. JAMES.
first-clas- s

Company.

J.

M. SEAY,

Contractor and Builder.
WORKMANSHIP

FIRST-CLAS-

Odd Jobs Given Prompt Attention.
Now Is the time for those screen

doors and windows.
339 San Francisco St., P. O. Box 313.

decoiated window makes
to people taking In th
showing
good
sights, but advertising your wares la
the New Mexican makes & better
showing and attracts more attention.
A well

Blaik Butchers' Sahplnsc Certlt
cates. for sale by thr Je-- Mexico
r

Try a New Mexican want ad.

Frlntint Company.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, JS.M

Santa Fe Central

SATURDAY,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

JUNE

1907.

8,

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Railway Company.

Hail-wa- y

Palace.
Wilson,
Chicago, Illinois;
Harry
George H. Van Stone, Estancia; J.
The Hue of 'Via railway from Ra'on o Cimarron, N,
LInde, St. Louis, Missouri; A. S. HubM.,
including the Koehler Branch, is now open for
bard, San Francisco, California; F. M.
AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
FREIGHT
Churchill, Chicago, Illinois; Edgar L.
TIXCB
be given of opening of other extension.
Street and son, New York; W. W.
Oklahoma
Oklahoma;
City,
Robertson,
Effective Thursday Not. 29, 1906.
DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
E. E. Wheeler, Chicago, Illinois; C. A.
North Ron ml
South Bound
Fougerman, John H. Lee, Denver, ColTrain
Dist. from
Train
orado.
StfttfcDUI.
No 1
Ml
STATIONS
Alt) No 2
No. 2.
No.
1.
Raton
Claire.
20 v
0 Lv...ut
Ve. ,att T.UUI 5 40 p
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque; F. B.
4 00 p. m.
Arrive 12 15 p. m.
Leave . .
Raton..., r
2 25
Konuedy.... " 8,(0 4 30 p
p 22 "
San-for- d
St.
Missouri;
4
Louis,
I
Leave 11 57 a. ra.
m.
23
.Clifton
House
.
"
Sellgliman,
3 30 t 41 "
3
Leave.,.,
p.
30 p
8,370
Stanley ...
4 00
... " 8,250 2 55 p
San Francisco, California;
p fit "
Moriarty
Wolfe,
4 25 p 61 "
MoJutoah... " 8.176 2 30 p
13
4 43 p. m.
Leave 11 40 a, ni
T. C. Jones, Monte Vista, Colorado;
.(a) Preston
5 55
Ktmioia.... " 6,140 2 05 p
p tit "
"
"
81
M
8,12f
Canon
M)
Wlllttrd....
H.
P.
p
t)3up
Craven,
City, Colorado;
8 15 p 116 Arr....Torrano..LTe
20
5 10 p. ra.
Arrive
6,47' 11 00 a
Koehler Junc.Arriv 11 00 a. .n.
James P.
C. P. Jones, Albuquerque;
23
5 15 p. in.
Arrive
Koehler
Arrive 11 10 a. m.
G.
M. Smith, Las
Royston, Estancia;
33
5 50 p. m.
Arrive
Arrive 10 15 a. m
(b)
(c)
Vermejo
Freight, Passenger and Steamship
Vegas; W. J. Davis, H. A. Bennett,
41
Leave
6 15 p. M.
Cerrososo
Leave 9 53 a. m.
business.
Louis Loehner, Dodge City, Kansas;
47
6 30 p. m.
Arrive
Cimarron
Leave 9 35 a. m.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
C. J. Forney, Lyons, Kansas; W. G.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
(a) Stage for Van Uouten, N. M.
Bassett, Mrs. Findley, William E.
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
(b) Connects with El Paso & Southwestern System Train No. 124,
Iowa.
Berg, Guy Morrow, Dowds,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 'Railarriving In Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Normandie.
(c) Connects with El Paso & SSouthwesern System Train No. 123.
way. ,At Kennedy, with Atchison, ToA. Hernandez, J. M. Jaramillo, Ojo
Dawson, N. M., at 10:43 a. m.
leaving
E.
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At TorP.
R.
J.
Need,
Caliente;
Moriarty;
VAN
J.
rance with El Paso & Southwestern
HOUTEN, V. i & Gen. Mgr.W. A. GORMAN, Q. F. and P. A.
Bessett and wife, Salida, Colorado;
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
WilM.
System.
White, Santa Rosa;
George
S. B. GRIM3HAW,
liam Briley, Waco, Texas; Benlgno
General Freight and Passenger Agent.
Jaramillo and daughter, Anton Chico;
L. Beck and family, Farmington; Ven5321
tura Ortiz, Espanola; Amos W. Clarke,
Rico, Colorado.
Coronado.
B. P. O. E.
A. G. Hunt, Anthony Rael, Albu
James W. Clark, Hatfield,
TO
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E., querque;
Missouri; Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.
holds its regular session on the second
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Try a New Mexican want ad.
welbrothers
are
invited
and
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Visiting
come.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
Pueblo is Via the
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.

Company

G.

TABLE
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If
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DIRECT

Why

OUTE

Don' t You Take A Trip
East, West, North,
or South

FRATERNAL

visit your home folks, your old father
and mother your sister and brother and
sisters and friends. Every body should tke
c trip oncea year, get away from business,
enjoy yourselves and have a good outing, it
And

does you good and when you come backyou
feel like a new man or woman and can take
hold of your businessand handle it withbet-te- r
spirit than if you are always dragging
along day in and day out worrying about
something undone.
The Sa.ita Fe Advertises low rates to Chicago, St, Louis, Kansas City and other Points
and return. Also to California and return.
We also have very low rates im effect from
all Kansas and Oklahoma points, also
St. Louis Kansas City and Chicago to Santa
Fe and return. If you can't take a trip have
your friends come and visit you. Call
on me at the City Office of the A. T. & S. F.
Ry. and let me help you to plan a trip lion e
SSSSWRi or to some other place
gj&j
tfLtf vzrsm tome ana gcttne rate

it don't cost anything
to ask questions.
G.

HDONART,

AGENT

East Side of Plaza Catron
Block.

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
rst and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-ers

welcome.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
GREGORIO RAEL, Treas.
DAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.

Tetter Cured.
lady customer of ours had suffered with tetter for two or thre'
years. It got so bad on her handi
that she could not attend to her household duties. One box of Chamberlain's Salve cured
her. Chamberlain's medicines give splendid satis- faction in this community.
M. H.
Rodney & Co., Almond, Ala. Chamberlain's medicinea are for sale by all
druggists.

rk

M M

A

Through the 'fertile San Luis valley, also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rLtes, train service, descriptive literature, etc, call on or address
r. H. McBRIDI, Agent
S. K. HOOPER, Q. P. A T. A.,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.
Los Angeles, California, June 18th to
21st, 1907.
$33.45
Los Angeles and return
$43.45
San Francisco and return
Tickets on sale daily June 9th to
ICth inclusive.

Final return limit, August 31st,

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.
Los Angeles, California, July 8th to
12th, 1907.
Los Angeles and return
$33.45
San FranciscoCal., and return. .$43.45
Tickets on sale daily June 23d to
July 2Gth inclusive.
Final return limit, September 15th,

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
or iuilpiwo katx&iai,
axs,
ppi
Stov Wd Extra Dry, Cut t
Card
Pst V

mod

CERRILLOS

May 21, 1907.

N. M.

1907.

1907.

(Homestead Entry No. 0,891.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa, Fe, N. M.

Santa Fe,

Denver, Colo

aa HAGAN

JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
Norfolk, Virginia, April 26th to November 30th.
Season ticket
$88.25

DBwwri! H

COAL

Amy

Notice is hereby given that
ticket
$73.60
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M., has Sixty-da- y
filed notice of his intention to make Fifteen-daticket
$57.25
r
final
The season tickets and sixty-daproof in support of his
Homestead Entry No. tickets will be on sale daily until
claim, viz:
0,891 made March 4, 1902, for the NE November 30th, 1907,
of Section 14, Township 13 N,
The fifteen-da- y
tickets will be on
9
F...
sale
will
said
and
that
daily until November 20th, 1907.
Range
proof
be made before the Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 3,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
1907.
To Pacific Coast points, also AriHe names the following witnesses to zona, British Columbia, Idaho, and
prove his continuous residence upon, Montana points.
and cultivation of, the land, viz: AnVery low rates effective June 1,
tonio Villanueba, Tomas Villanueba, and are on sale daily until SeptemNEW MEXICAN WANT AD. 1
Julio Montoya and Etanislado Sando- ber 15th, 1907.
val, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
SUMMER
EXCURSIONS
Register.
d
excursions to MS
Summer
Let me mall you free, to prove eastern states including Illinois, Iowa,
merit, samples of my Dr. Shoop's Re Missouri, Nebraska, North and South
:
FLAT :
: BLANK
storative, and my Book on either Dys Dakota; also Kansas, Wisconsin and
pepsia, the Heart, or the Kidneys. Wyoming, during months of June and
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. July, 1907. Very low rates.
Troubles oi tne stomach, Heart or
To St. Louis and return, $41.50.
To Kansas City and return, $36.
Kidneys, are merely symptoms of a
To Chicago and return, $46.50.
deeper ailment. Don't make the com
mon error of treating symptoms only.
Dates of sale: June 15, 16, 17, 22,
Symptom treatment is treating the re- 23, 24, 29, 30; July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
suit of your ailment, and not the 10, 11, 12, 19, 20 and 21.
cause. Weak Stomach nerves the in'
Continuous passage in both direcside nerves means Stomach weak tions, going passage to commence on
And the Heart, and clay of sale, returning passage to comness, always.
as
Kidneys
well, have their controlling mence on day of execution. Final reor inside nerves.
Weaken
these turn limit October 31, 1907.
For further information concerning
nerves, and you inovita'dy have weak
vital organs.
Here is where Dr, these tickets pleace call n
Shoop's Restorative has made its
fame. No other remedy even claims
Summer tourist rates to Mexico on
to treat the "inside nerves." Also for sale daily, June 1 to 15, final limit'
bloating, biliousness, bad breath cr October 31. Round trip tickets will
complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restora- be sold to the following points at the
(FRAY PATENT)
tive. Write for my free Book now. rate of one fare and
Mexico NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.
Dr. Shoop's Restoratives sold by the
City, Celaya, Durango, Monterey, Quer-etariFischer Drug Company.
Saltillo, San Luis Potosi, and
s
in both
Liberal
Torreon.
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
directions.
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities from the blood, and unless they
Summer tourist rates to Chicago
do this good health is impossible.
and St Louis and return June 1 to Sep
Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound tember 30, inclusive: Chicago and rekidneys and will positively cure all turn, $54.75; St. Louis and return,
forms of kidney and bladder disease. $48.10. Final return limit October 31,
It strengthens the whole system. For 1907.
mi
sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Summer Tourist Rates to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo. '?
If you will make inquiry it will be a
On sale dailj Tune 1st to September
revelation to you how many succumb
30th, 1907.
to kidney or bladder troubles In one
To Denver and return $21.10.
form or another. If the patient is not
To Colorado Springs and return
beyond medical aid, Foley's Kidney $18.15.
Cure will cure. It never disappoints.
To Pueblo and return $16.35.
For sale at the Ireland Pharmacy.
.Final return limit October 31at,
Am-brosi- o

y

five-yea-

y

4

WHEN

in need of
on Earth t y a

It will positively bring results.

EAST-BOUN-

east-boun-

the Children.
of
the year the first
season
this
unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have immediate attention.
The best thing that can be given Is
and
Colic, Cholera
Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by castor oil as directed with each bottle of
the remedy. For sale by all
Do Not Forget

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

At

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge, No.
F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of eacn month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
1, A.

"GOOD ROOMS."

room at the; ALAN
Hotel Nornaauie at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.;
You will be gainer by caning mere,
before engaging rooms fcisevrher.
You can get a good

R. H. HANNA
R. McCORD.

Sec'v.

'

W. M

j

Santa Fe Chapter, No.

R. A. M. - Regular convocation second
Monday of each month
Tonight.
at Masonic Hall at
If you would enjoy tomorrow take
7:30 p. m.
chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Tablets tonight.
They produce an
the
ARTHUR
clear
laxative
effect,
SELIGMAN,
agreeable
Sec'y.
and cleanse the stomach. Price
25 cents. Samples free at all
Santa Fe Commandery No
1, K. T. Regular conclave
second Saturday In each
A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
montn
at Masonic Hall
all
Is
and
weak
who
woman
a
Many
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
run down, would thank Dr. Lauritzeu 7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
from the bottom of her heart, if she
would only try Lauritzen's Health Table Malt or Malt Tonic, because it
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
would surely make a new woman oi 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted
her. For sale by,
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
CO.
Br. s. raws
on the third Saturday of each month
PSlOt. IS
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
PHo
I
CITT HOTTLm WORK
Masonic Hail, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corColio and Diarrhoea.
dially invited to attend.
Pains In the stomach, colic and diarrCHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
hoea are quickly relieved by the use
Venerable Master
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
HENRY
F.
14, Sec.
STEPHENS,
In
need
Diarrhoea Remedy. When
of such a medicine, give it a trial.
For sale toy all druggists.
I. O. O. F.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter haa
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I, O. O. F.,
txen repainted, and refurnished, and meets
every Thursday evening In Odd
Is now one of tha best in he Terri- Fellows'
Hall, San Francisco Street.
tory. They handle everything in the Visiting brothers welcome.
mating line from both eastern and
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
western markets. A call will convince
DAVID
L. MILLER, Sec'y,
business
know
the
on that they
1,

BOOK

OPENING

one-fift-

h:

stop-over-

R B. Gaotwiuciit & Bro,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

6rfaa,

Flr m4 PUt.

Stationary.

1907.
A man who is in perfect

health,

so

he can do an honest day's work when
necessary, has much for wihich he
should be thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodg
ers, of Bninchton, Pa., writes that he
was not only unable to work, but
he couldn't stoop over to tie his own
shoes. Six bottles of Foley's Kidney
Cure made a new man of him. He
says, "Success to Foley's
Kidney
For sale at ' Ireland's
Cure,"

Stop overs will h allowed at and
north of Pueblo in both directions.

C H. DONART,
Agent a. T. & S. F. Ry.

Kodaks and Ptoto Scpplie
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

HO FOR CLIFF DWELLERS

We make a specialty of

Parties outfitting fo- - the Cliff Dwellings should not forgit a basket of
liquid refreshments. Ho charge for
packing.
Telephone 94.

THE

CLUB.

PBYBLOPIND,

INO and ENLARGING.
j

Mall Order

RINT

GIvd Promp

Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
326 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cel. 510 8 Broadway

n r.
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SATURDAY,
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Improvement
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(Homestead tintry No. 11.102.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Simla Fe. N. M.
1907.
May
Notice is hereby given that Alejandro Gonzales, of liobart, N. M., has
Second-hanFOR SALE
Piano, filed notice of his intention to
make
$25.
Address "Piano," this office.
r
final
proof in support of hi
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 11,.
reWANTE- D- Good second-han192 made April-251907, for the N. W,
volving chair. Inquire at this office.
of Section 10, Township 19 N,
6 E., and that said proof will
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for Range
bo made before the Register and Relight housekeeping near Capitol, M. ceiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., on Julv 10,
C. Miller.

..vr1

-

d

five-yea-

1007.

He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence
Mpon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Apollnar Casados, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Pablo Medina, of Ildefouzo, N. M.;
Nicolas Gonzales, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
Vietoriano Casados of Santa Fe N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
FOR SALE A fine fruit and alfalfa
ranch in the northern part of the
t Homestead
Entry No. 5,732.)
Valley in Rio Arriba County,
Notice for Publication.
near Velarde and about four miles
south of Embudo. There are four- Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
teen acres in alfalfa and fruit trees.
May 31, 1907.
An abundance of irrigation water is
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
furnished all the year around by two
An adobe Gonzales, oi Ildefonzo, N. M., has filed
ditches on the property.
house containing ten good rooms is notice of his intention to make final
r
proof in support of his claim,
located on property used partly as resiviz:
Homestead
Entry No. 5,732,
dence, partly as a mercantile store
and partly as a store room. There made April 19, 1900, for the S. W.
of Section 17, and S.
are also two stables.
The entire of S. W.
of S. W.
and S. E.
tract is fenced with good wire fencing of S. E.
and there is also a well fenced chick- Section 18, Township 19 N., Range 6
en yard. Public school house is lo- E and that said proof will be made
cated about half a mile from the before the Register and Receiver, at
N. M., on July 10, 1907.
poperty and a Catholic church three-fourth- s Santa Ie,
He names the following witnesses
of a mile. The Denver & Rio
to prove his continuous residence
Grande Railroad
passes within a
short distance of the ranch. The cli upon, and cultivation of, the land viz:
mate is very mild and fruit failures Apolinar Casados, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
are unknown. Twenty stands of bees Pablo Medina, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
go with the property. There is a Vietoriano Casados, of Santa Fe, N.
of merchandise M.; Alejandro Gonzales, of Ildefonzc,
good store stock
which can be purchased by purchas- N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ers of ranch if desired at cost. Title
Register.
Price very low considering
perfect.
the location and advantage. For parSubscribe for the Dtl'j '.Tl
ticulars addess R. L. Baca, Santa Fe,
and pet the news.
New Mexico.

SALESMEN WANTED with ability;
no beginners wanted. Several of our
men are making $1,000 per month.
Life insurance men making $200 per
month can make more than that per
O. J. SALA,
week. Give references.
1500 Coronado Bid., Denver. Colo.

to

a

BIRDS EYE VIEW OF GOVERNMENT

SANATORIUM

AT

FORT STANTON,

NEW MEXICO.

five-yea-

UNCLE SAM
FIGHTS WHITE

furnished the patients for their guid- these cups. The paper cups should
PLAGUE ance, as hereinbefore mentioned:
be burned in the crematories provided
United States Public Health and Ma- for that purpose, and the metal cups
(Continued from Page Three.)
rine Hospital Service Office of Medi- must be taken daily to the steam stercal Officer in Command, Fort Stan- ilizer in Building No. 5. Patients are
cautioned against swallowing .sputum
ed.
There is also an ice and cold
ton, New Mexico.
storage plant which permits the beef Advice snd Instructions to Patients. since this practice is liable to infect
1. All .patients are advised that a the intestines. Sputum cups must not
supply to be placed in cold storage
for at least two or three weeks before cheerful, hopeful, and obedient pa- be emptied into sinks, water closets,
being used. Horses,' hogs and chick- tient has a better chance of recovery or lavatories, but must be taken to
ens are also raised, as well as all hay than one who is morose, despondent, the steam sterilizer. Any patient acand a portion of the corn necessary and disobedient. All patients are re- cidentally upsetting his sputum cup
for feeding these animals. The sana- quested to read these instructions or spilling sputum on the ground,
torium also maintains a vegetable gar- carefully and give prompt and willing floors, or furniture should immediateden which supplies all the fresh vege- obedience thereto in the belief that ly report the matter to the nurse, in
tables in season, as well as a consid- they are issued solely for the benefit order that proper disinfection may be
erable portion of the winter vege- of the patitnt, and not to cause him made. Vomit should likewise be reported.
tables, and a fruit orchard is just com- any hardship.
9. The regulations relative to the
into
ing
2. All patients are admonished that
bearing.
Fresh Air the Only Medicine.
a consumptive should lead a temper- disposal of sputum are of extreme imThere is no secret or specific meth- ate and regular life. The use of al- portance, and any transgression of
od of treatment, only life in the pure, coholic
as pre- these regulations will be regarded as
beverages, except
fresh air, good food in abundance and scribed by the medical officers, is in- sufficient cause for the immediate dismissal of the oftending patient.
appropriate rest, or graduated exer- jurious and strictly prohibited.
10. Patients able to do so will make
3.
curaIt
is
a
relied
better that
cise, being
upon as the
consumptive
their beds in the morning immeup
tive agents. The use of alcoholic should not use tobacco at all, but if
after breakfast, as directed by
diately
beverages is forbidden and the pa- he feels that he must use it, he should
on duty; also sweet floors
the
nurse
do
not
so
while
should
forbidden
are
the
andi
after
tients,
use,
dinner,
sleep
and
their
put
belongings in order.
recommended to either avoid alto- are provided with meals, but modera-- i
11. Patients ordered
up for examiuse
recom-or
l
coftion in their use is strongly
gether,
sparingly, tobacco,
nation will not leave immediate vifee and tea. Patients in all stages mended.
of the Examination Room for
and conditions of the disease are re4. All
consumptives should be in cinity
any
person
ceived and while, of course, many bed at a regular and
preferably an1 officer in without permission of the
come entirely too late to hope for re
charge of the Examination
and
who
are able to
those
early hour,
covery, yet some of the most desper do so should sleep after dinner, and Room, or of the Commanding Officer.
ate cases do recover with patience all may rest after each meal with If a patient is obliged for any reason to leave before being examined,
and perseverance. During the present profit.
he will first report to the officer in
fiscal year a. number of patients have
5. Patients should
remain out of
of Examination Room.
been discharged' apparently cured
charge
doors during the entire day, so far
12. Patients are
who have been under treatment from
hereby informed
In windy weather there
as
three to seven years. But of course, are possible. comfortable locations in that a safe is provided for the safe
always
of their money and valuables.
it is in the early case that the greatIn very cold keeping
lee of buildings.
are
to deposit their
They
est percentage of cures is to be ex- the
weather patients should still remain money and expected
valuables,
Some of the earlier cases out of
and will receive
pected.
and those not having suf- a
therefor from the commandreceipt
have recovered in from four to six ficient doors,
use
to
clothing are authorized
months, but even the best cases are their blankets as wraps. Unnecessary ing officer,' and are informed that
neither the medical officer in comrecommended to remain under treat- fires
should Jiot be maintained, and mand nor
the service will be responment for at least a year.
tent dwellers should not substitute
As showing that tuberculosis is no hot fires for insufficient clothing, as sible for money and valuables which'
are not deposited in the safe, although
respecter of persons it may be stated the liability to catch cold is thereby
every effort will be made to protect
that the nationalities of patients now increased.
the property of everyone at the sanaC. All
under treatment are, Sweden, Norpatients are cautioned against torium.
way, Ireland, Germany, England, Can- undue exercise. The amount of exer
13. Bath towels must not be taken
ada, Scotland, Russia, New Foundland, cise permissable will be regulated, as
from
toilet rooms, and each patient
Hawaii British
est Indies, Philip- far as possib'e, by the medical offi
must rinse out the bath tub thorpine Islands, Austria, Prince Edward cers, and patients are informed that in
after using it.
Island, Turkey
(Armenia),) Wales, case of doubt they should rest rather oughly
14. Every
patient will turn in his
Denmark, Japan, France, Italy, Spain, than exercise.
7. All patients will be supplied with soiled bedclothing after making tip his
Nova Scotia, and twenty-eigh- t
states
of the union. There are few parts of toothbrushes and an antiseptic mouth bed on Saturdays, before 8:30 a. m.
the world which have not ibeen repre- wash. The teeth should be brushed Clean bedclothing will be issued on
sented at various times. The popu- and the mouth rinsed out thoroughly Friday afternoons from 4 to 5 p. m.
15. Patients are forbidden to
lar belief that negroes do not recover Immediately before each meal.
leave
the
limits of the Reservation without
8. Consumption
from tuberculosis has been proven to
Is conveyed "from
be erroneous, as a considerable num one person to another chiefly by first obtaining the nermission of the
ber have recovered at Fort Stanton, means of the sputum; therefore ex- medical officer in command of the
which also numbers
amongst its treme care should be observed in dis station.
1G. Patients
Hawai-ians- ,
cures, Japanese, Filipinos,
posing of the sputum. Each patient
wishing passes will apto the nurse in charge of the dorply
nawill
be
with
Hindoos
and other
provided
Indians,
pocket and bed
side cups, and all sputum Including mitory before ft a. m.
tionalities too numerous to mention17. When a
The following are the regulations tobacco spit, must be deposited in
pass has been lssuad by
HOW

'

-

the nurse to a patient, he will take
the pass to the commanding officer's
secretary in order that it may be entered in a book kept for that purpose;
the pass should then be carried to the
commanding officer for his approval.
On his return from liberty, the patient
will present his pass to the pharmacist who may be on duty in the office.
18.
Patients must not throw old
clothing, shoes, bottles, etc., at random around tents and dormitories, but
must put them in ash cans placed near
buildings for that purpose.
19. Patients are requested to report
immediately all minor ailments to the
medical officer in charge of sick call.
This includes loss of appetite, diarrhea, digestive disorders, slight constipation, etc.
20. Gambling of all kinds is strictly
prohibited.
21. Raffling or other forms of games
of chance are hereby prohibited on
this Reservation.
22. Any
person having property
which he desires to dispose of by any
kind of drawing will report the same
to the office, when, if in the judg-- .
ment of the commanding officer it is
desirable to do so, a permit will be
issued under regulations made to protect the owner and the public.
23. Patients who intend to leave the
sanatorium before they are Cured and
against advice are cautioned to acquaint themselves with the Regulan
tions of the Service regarding
to .the sanatorium and treatment at other hospitals of the service.
24. Patients leaving the sanatorium
must report for examination at least
48 hours before departure.
Any violation of this order will be considered desertion and treated accordingly.
25. All departing patients will pack
their clothing in the presence of the
head nurse.
26. It must be remembered that the
cure of tuberculosis is ;t process which
requires months and often years;
therefore patients should exercise patience, and not expect improvement
and cure to be accomplished in a brief
period.
read-misisio-

at our store, please, for a free
sample of Dr, Shoop's "Health Coffee," If real coffee disturbs your
Stomach, your Heart, or Kidneys, then
try this Clever Coffee Imitation.
While Dr. Snoop has very closely
matched Old Java iand Mocha Coffee
in flavor and taste, yet he has not
even a single grain of real Coffee in
it. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imita
tion Is made from pure toasted grains
or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. You
will surely like Health Coffee. Sold
Call

.

by the

Cartwrlght-Davi-

s

Company,

4

1-- 2

4

4

Roswell Automobile Co
Mall and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
ftoswell, N. M and Torrance, N. M.,
.connection
points 5 hours, meal furnished at
Included,
daily Sunday
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
nd Santa Fe Central Railwtyi- -- eave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two daye la
Leave Torrance on arrival of Roc advance.
Agents for the Buick Autom obiles, one of the best known and
Best Machines for all purposes on the market
Two of the best known and best
Address all communications and Ismachine? for nil purposes on the
-

quirles to

market

tie

Roswell Automobile Co.
New Mexic.

Roswell,

Wells Fargo & Company

Express.
General Express Forwarders
TO- -

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Welis Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexiet
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M,

AGE EIGHT

BBfl

VIM

PAMPHLET FOR

BAS,

!

BUTCHERS

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
ro;erv Telephone

No. 4.

Street,

Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

RIPE OLIVES
We have a fresh shipment of Ripe
Olives. There are two grades. Both
are of fine quality, differing mainly as
to size of fruit.
$1.75
cans, large size
1.25
t gallon cans, medium size
15
Trial cans, large size
40
cans, large size
OLIVE OIL
California Olive Oil is pure, of fine
flavor, and the best that can be had
for either iredicinal or table use.
We have it in bottles at 25c, 50c
nd $1.00.
cans at $1.75.
Also in
Our Tomaso Moro brand of Italian
Olive Oil is guaranteed to be pure and
of excellent quality.
$ .85
Quart cans
2.75
Gallon cans
half-gallo- n

this act and Peggy, as a beautiful
Spanish senorlta read? Ted's
palm. Betty finally straightens things
out, shows her engagement ring and

viding a warm, nourishing drink.
Per package

25c

BROMANGELON
We can now furnish Bromangelon,
in chocolate flavor as well as orange,
strawberry, raspberry, etc. Each package makes a quart of delicious dessert
for 10c. With nuts or fruit cut up in
small pieces and added, it is much

ICE CREAM

POWDER

Jello Ice Cream Powder comes

In

rt

c

d

two-poun-

COAL s WOOD I
Anthracite furnace, ton

$8.75

Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
'Four-foo- t
wood, per cord. .. .$3.50

'Phoue No.

9. P. flupot.

GarBeM Ave., Near A.. T.

85.

M0NTENIE

DUDR0W

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS
fill Kinds of

Picture Framing

JI.DttOW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

Day

'Phone 35

Residence: Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chavei House).
6undays. Telephone, No. 142.

IT

DOESN'T COST

Nights and

ANYTHING

TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

Tli Riggeat Curio Store lu

tfc

West

MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
AT
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES.

BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED-FINESLINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK

FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL

You

CARDS

IN

FOR

CITY.

FIVE

GENTS

Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CANDELARIO,
THE CURIO MAN.
$01401

tan Franclace Street.

Miss Richie Soligman, who la one of
the graduates this year of Wolfe Hall,
at Denver, Colorado, is expected to return home Monday. She will be accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Arthur
Soligman, and her little brother Otis,
who went there to attend the com-- i
mencement exercises.
Mrs. W. G. Sargent, who has been
on an eastern sojourn for the past two
months, will return home this evening.
She visited New York, Washington,
Chicago and other eastern cities. She
is accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Harry Miller, of Washington, who will
be her guest for some weeks.
Mrs. A. M. Bei'gere will return Monday from Denver, Colorado, where she
attended the graduating exercises at
Wolfe Hall. Her daughter, Miss Anita
Luna de Bergere, who was one of the
graduates, may accompany Mr. Bergere from that city to Tierra Amarilla
to visit while the district court of Rio
Arriba County is in session.
Dr. James A. Massie will leave
cither tomorrow or Monday for New
York City from which place he will
He anticipates
sail for England.
spending several months in London
studying a new treatment for infectious diseases which promises to revolutionize the medical practice and it
is believed to be a cure for tuberculosis. Dr. Massie had Intended' leaving several clays ago, but was prevented from doing so by delay in securing his railroad and steamship
His mother and one sister
tickets.
are now visiting at their old home in
Toronto, Canada, and his other sister
will leave shortly to spend the summer at New Orleans, Louisiana.
Major H. B. Hersey, of the U. S.
Weather Bureau, who is with the
to the North
Wellman Expedition
Pole, has sent the New Mexican a
postal card from Drontjeim, Norway,
in which he announces that the Well-maparty, himself included, went via
rail from Paris to Antwerp and thence
There the
by steamer to Drontjeim.
Us
own
the
'boarded
steamer,
party
to Toomsoe
Fritjoff and proceeded
on the extreme northern cots': of Norway from which poirt the sea voyage
to Spltzbergen will be ualertaken. At
Spitsbergen all Is in readiness for the
ascent in the balloon and ".he aerial
trip to the North Pole. The m 'moors
ot the party are reported a? very wall
and sanguine of success.
Dr. and Mrs. David Knapp entertained a company of friends last evening at a "tacky" party at their handsome new home on Lincoln Avenue.
The affair was arranged in honor of
the former's natal anniversary and
the guests comprised members of the
Birthday Club. Most of those present in response to the invitations
came incognito and some of the disguises affected were ludicrous in the
extreme.
"Solo" was the game provided for the evening's amusement
suitable refreshments were
and
served. It goes without saying- that
the affair was enjoyed to the utmost.
The guests were, Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Fiske, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cartwright,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Morrison, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Garrett, Mr. and Mrs.
N. L. King, Mr. and Mrs. O. C Watson,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ehle, Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Mclnturff, Capt. E. C. Abbott and F. W. Shearon.
A feature of the commencement
exercises this week at Wolfe Hall,
a finishing school for girts at Denver,
was a clever little comedy, entitled,
Idosyncracies of Betty," presented
by members of the senior class Tuesday. Misses Richie Seligman and Anita
Bergere of this city were among the
principals and the Denver newspapers
spoke of it as a' charming little theatrical performance. The Denver Post
published group pictures of the players in costume. The play was written especially for the graduates by a
member of the faculty and has its action in a fashionable young ladies'
boarding school. The first act is in
Margery's a student's room; the
second, in the study hall; the third
in a small room off the ball room.
Act III brings on all the characters
In masquerade costumes,
Betty and
Molly, are dressed exactly alike as
gypsies to fool Ted, who proposes to
the wrong girl. Louise sings a solo
n

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
:

Judge N. B. Laughlin went to Tierra
Amarilla this forenoon to bo present
at next week's session of the district
court for Rio Arriba County before
which he has business.
James G. McNary, of El Paso,
Texas, formerly of Las Vegas, was a
visitor today in the Capital. He came
here while en route to Las Vegas with
his wife and two children who will
spend the summer in the Meadow

attention there.

Star-Shape-

OPF1CK

from Page Four)

City.
W. B. Childers, leading attorney of
To those who cannot use coffee we
the Duke City, who was here yesterDr.
Coffee.
recommend
Snoop's, Health
on legal business, returned home
It is made of fruits and cereals and day
last
night. Mr. Childers may go to
has a flavor approximating real coffee.
National
the
Capital at an early dale
It contains no caffcin, thein or tannin,
to
affairs awaiting his
to
attend
legal
and is perfectly harmless, while pro-

packages. Each one will make about
two quarts of good ice cream by addMISSION MACARONI.
of milk or cream and
ing
Under the Mission brand we are
milk, or can be used with canned milk.
Belling Macaroni, Verniacelli,
Directions on each package.
Paste Short. Elbow Shaped Price
121-2The latter
Macaroni and Chili-MaIs new and contains a small quantity
APITEZO
of chill which gives soup a pleasant
This Is the iron food. It contains
flavor.
All are sold at the uniform price of protein, phosphates, etc., from grains,
combined witli plant Iron. A chem2
per package.
ical analysis on each package.
171-2- c
Price
EL CAL'DILLO
five-ceThat Is the name of a
cigar
ROYAL SEAL OATS
that is giving excellent satisfaction,
And on which we are having a good
Royal Seal Oats are compressed and
packed In hermetically sealed tin cans.
; .
$2.00 Each package guaranteed by the manQox of fifty for
Try this brand if you are not satis-fle- ufacturers. The flavor will be found
with your cigar.
It is a good very superior.
Especially recomsize cigar, a free smoker and of good mended to those who want the best,
35c
cans
Two
flavor, strictly hand-mad-

Genuine Cerrlllos luro?, ton. $6.00
Monero lump
$5.75
Raton lump
$5.50
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75

(Continued
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DR. SHOOP'S HEALTH COFFEE

one-qua-

190?.

After having sold drugs and all kir ds of medicines for so
many years, the public must give us credit for knowing
something about their value. There is no one medicine that
will cure everthing. When we tell you, however, that we
have never sold in our store a more valuable remedy than
our cod liver preparation VINOL, and that if it fails to do
what we say, we w'll refund your money, it will show you.
our faith in VINOL.

in

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

-

8;

IRELAND PHARMACY

TJEEEE

No. 250 San Francisco

JUNE

The Real Cod Liver Preparation , Actually Taken From The Fesh Cod's Liver

THE ASKING

GHOCES,

SATURDAY,

Look for the Old Mexlatn Cart.

leaves Ted to Molly. Miss Seligman
appeared as Margery and Miss Bergere as Peggy.
r
Mrs. Louis O. Fullea and
of Carlsbad,
are house
guests at the Frost residence, 252 Palace Avenue, and will remain until the
end of the coining week. Mr. and
Mrs. Fullen reached here Thursday
from New York. Important legal business compelled Mr. Fullen to shorten
his visit here. Mrs. Fullen has spent
the past winter and spring in New
York engaged In literary pursuits.
Some of her work In that line, especially In the "Rose of the Alhambra,"
a
opera in four acts,
which has been successfully produced
In several of the large eastern cities
and in New York received high praise
from literary critics In leading New
York and other journals. One of the
songs in this play, entitled "The Pilgrim of Love," came in for special favorable notice and Is an exquisite literary production. Mrs. Fullon expects
to spend the summer in Carlsbad with
her husband and while there will
gather material for feature and magazine stories in which New Mexico people and conditions will be portrayed.
Mrs. Fullen is a very bright and attractive woman, an earnest student of
and a successful writer on social and
psychological subjects. She has also
written stories for standard magazines
which have been favorably commented
Mrs. Fullen has an extenupon.
sive acquaintance in literary and
dramatic circles In the metropolis and
is'a vivacious and convincing conversationalist on several of the topics
of the times especially sociology, education and relief of the poor and Indigent and the theater.

LIVED HERE

LAS VEGAN

FORTY-ON- E

YEARS AGO
Col. A. S. Hubbard, of San Francisco,
Spends Day in Capital en Route

Home From Denver.

little-daughte-

semi-classi-

c

Minor City Topics.
(Continued on Page
6.)

Complaints are made that the condition of the reservoir of the Santa Fe
Water and Light Company is not as
good as it ought to be. Strict .care
should be exercised by the management to keep boys and animals away
from the city's water supply.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the U. S. Indian Training School,
came In yesterday from an overland
He
t.ivp to the Taos Indian Pueblo.
visited the Indian Pueblos between
this city and Toas and found matters
pertaining to them in good condition.
In the settlements in the higher altitude in Toas County there will be a
fair fruit crop and cereals promise a
good yield.
The following letters and postal
cards are held at the local postofflce
for better address or postage: Mr. J.
E. Coffee; Demesio Coriz, Serito;
Miss Delia Lane, Norborne; Mrs.
e
Hough, Banning, Pa,; Mrs.
Ade Gazil, Girson, N. M.; Mr.
L. M. Ortiz; Miss Ada Lee, 445 Galena Ave., Pasadena, Cal.; Mrs. S. S.
Plough, 721 Railroad Ave., Johnstown, Pa.; a postal card without address signed F. M. Barden.
El Paso, Texas, this early In the
season already boasts of eighteen typhoid fever cases. To Santa Fe such
a condition would be serious and that
such condition is within the range of
possibilities goes without saying unless Santa Fe's water supply is care
fully guarded and its city authorities
make It a business to clean up thor
oughly the dark places, the gutters
and arroyos and look after the condition of the sewers that empty their
filth within the city limits.
The annual fete of the Woman's
Board of Trade, will be given on June
18.
There will be all the usual attractions. To those who have participated In former festivals of this
kind it will be unnecessary to say
that the ice cream, cake, candy, etc.,
will be of the most palatable kind and
at reasonable prices. After the conclusion of the festivities in the Plaza
there will be a grand ball; the place
where it will be held, and the price
of admission will be announcel later.
The rummage sale will take Tlace
about 4 o'clock of the same day and
as large quantities of articles are al
ready on hand and must be sold the
best kind of bargains may be looked
for. As the Library Building is almost
completed and is much admired toy all
who take a proper interest in the progress of the city, it is hoped that the
good people will respond with their
usual liberality to the call made on
them. It is believed that the building
will be finished by the middle of July
Es-tcll- a

Mar-zelin-

EMPEROR OF HUNGARY
GRANTS MANY PARDONS
Buda Pest, June 8. Emperor Fran
cis Joseph in celebration of the fourteenth anniversary of his coronation
as king of Hungary, today decreed
far reaching amnesty, especially for
persons sentenced for dese majeste,

Col. A. S. Hubbard, of San Francisco, California, reached the city last
evening en route from Denver to his
home. Col. Hubbard atCalifornia
tended the eighteenth annual National Congress of the 'Sons of the American Revolution held recently in Denver of which society he is the founder.
Colonel Hubbard was a citizen of this
years ago, servTerritory forty-on- e
of Governor Robon
staff
the
then
ing
ert B. 'Mitchell, governor of the Territory of New Mexico in 1SG6. He was
a member of the party that came here
in that year with Governor Mitchell
and which
started from Lawrence,
Kansas, in May with a government
mule train for this city. Among the
members were:
John P. Slough, afterwards chief
justice of this Territory and who was
shot and killed in this city the year
after his arrival by the late Col. Henry L. Rynerson at the .Exchange Ho-teCol. Rynerson had served as an
officer in the California Volunteers
and was a practicing attorney here
while Judge Slough was chief justice.
Major Thompson who was private
secretary to Governor Mitchell and
who now resides in Lawrence, Kansas,
is still hale and hearty; Col. A. Baldwin Norton, superintendent of Indian
affairs who died some time thereafter
in this city; Captain Henry M. Davis

CLEARED
OF MURDER CHARGE

East Las Vegas, N. M., June 8.
Jose Gonzales, who has been on trial
here this week on the charge of murdering Fernandez Gonzales, was yesterday found not guilty "by the jury.
The Terriotry failed to establish a motive for the killing. Marcarlo Leybia
was convicted of cattle stealing; Peter
Mitchell of unlawfully killing stock,
and Smith and Brooks, two negroes,
of stealing from Santa Fe freight cars.
Today the case against George Humml
and Tasso Kissuri, charged with
stealing diamonds from a local jeweler Is being tried.

OFFICIAL

MATTERS.

Notaries Public Appointed.

The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor J.
W. Raynokls:

Jackson Davis, of Mogollon, Socorro
County; William J. Wilson, of
Chaves County; A. Paul Siegel,
of Nara Visa, Quay County; Alt a,
Holdeffer, of Roswell, Chaves County.
Postoffice Established.
A postofflce has been established at
Nobe, Roosevelt County, to be served
from Elida, nineteen miles to the
northwest. George H. Newcombe has
been appointed postmaster.
Ros-wel-

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Cathedral.
Third Sunday after Pentecost.
First mass at C o'clock a. m.
Second mass at 9:30. Most Rev.
will
Peter Bourgade
Archbishop
who was private secretary to 'Col.
preach In English.
Norton and who for many years was
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon in
a well known citizen and secretary of
Spanish.
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. and A.
At 3 o'clock p. m. grand procession
M., now dead;' Lieutenant Rosenthal, from the Cathedral to the chapel of
who was also a member of Governor Our Lady of Rosario.
Mitchell's staff, now dead; Major
First Presbyterian Church.
Andrew Napier also serving on the
'Sabbath school at 10:45 a. m.;
staff of Governor Mitchell and form- Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
erly an officer in the New York Vo- Public worship at 11 a. m. and 7:45
lunteer regiment, now deceased; Cap- p m., conducted by Rev. M. E. Shirey
tain William Sinclair who was also of Hammond, Indiana. All are welconnected with the party and is now come.
a resident of Lawrence, Kansas.
Methodist.
Colonel Hubbard remained in Santa
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
Fe about a year and then went to
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
California with a column of United
Preaching at 11 a. m.
States Volunteers as a clerk in the
Ep worth League at 7:00 p. m.
quartermaster's department and has
Preaching at 7: 45 p. m.
made his home in 'San Francisco ever
Judge Newlin, of Indiana, will ocsince. Col. Hubbard has taken active cupy the pulpit in the morning If train
and continued interest in the forma- connections permit of his arriving
tion of American patriotic societies time. His address will be of special
for over thirty years; he founded the Interest to the legal fraternity.
society of Sons of the American Revo- Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal).
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge.
lution and is one of the incornora tnrs
Second Sunday after Trinity.
of the National Society,
incorporated
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
uy vongress June 9, 190C: he is py- Morning
of
prayer with sermon at 11
the
California
president
society; he
is now secretary ot the California His- o'clock.
torical 'Society and also
Evening prayer at 5 o'clock.
prominent in
Seats free. All cordially invited.
the Masonic order. He joined the Masonic order 44 years ago and has heen
a member of it ever since in tho vr.
The New Mexican
Compauj
ious organizations of the York Rite. is prepared to furnish card de visit
ne could not pass by Santa Fe with- for ladles or gentlemen on abort noIn first clasB style at reasonable
out a visit, but he finds,
however, tice,
scarcely any of the men whom he prices, wither oigraved or printed. CaaJ
on the New Mexican Printing Co
knew here 41 years ago.
They have
either joined the silent
majority or
have moved away. Ho fppia
ICE CREAM SODA AND FRESH
at having again visited this
CANDIES AT
Capital
mcn ne nas most pleasant recolTHE CANDY STORE AND
g

lections.
Colonel Hubbard called at the office
ICE CREAM PARLORj
of the 'New Mexican
and talked over
249 SAN FRANCISCO STREET
old times and incidents.
He found
the sky as blue, tho climate as
genial
PICNIC PARTIES.
and the sunshine as 'bright as he
did
when he first reached Santa Fe. He
Should not forget to take a dozen or
left this evening for his home in
the so of Lemp's Falstaff Beer pints or
city by the Golden Gate.
quarts. Tin ice packers furnished at
Colonel Hubbard visited Montezuma Telephone 94.
THE CLUB.
Lodge of Free Masonry many times
during his sojourn here. He is a small
HENRY KRICK
man, dresses nicely, very well
preSole Agani Fr
served, good face, hair Blightly
tinged
with gray and very
and active
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
tor his sixty years. bright
All kindt of Mineral Waters
And Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
BRAKEMAN CRUSHED
Mail
orders promptly filled. "'Phone 38
BENEATH WRECKED CARS
Montezuma Aenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
El Paso, Texas, June 8.-- Isaac
inomas, a brakeman on the Southern
!
Pacific running out of
Lordsburg, was
Any Flaver Yom Deelr.
probably fatally hurt in a wreck near
We will feUrer Soda Water la amy;
there last night caused by a
string of
runaway freight cars crashing in a quantity to any part of the city.
CTTT lOTTLINQ WORKS,
train on which he was riding. The
force of the collision threw him
Telephone No. it.
from
the top of a box car and he
was
crushed under the wreckage,

SODA WATER

MUSIC

TEACHER IN
LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DR.

DIAZ'

SANITARIUM.

Cor. Water St. and Caspar Kit

Miss Hlldred Hansen
may be employed as teacher of music in the
local public schools. Much of bet
time is taken up with private musid
pupils but she may be able to devote
certain hours each week to teaching
the "rudiments of music to the school
children. The matter was discussed
at the meeting of the school board
last night, hut no action was taken.

8ANTA FE

g
g

APPLIANCES
FOR '
TREATMENT OF SURGICAL S
CASES,
HOME COMFORTC.
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENT.
5
V
TRAINED NURSES.
MODERN

i
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Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the news.

NEW MEX.CO

No Tubercular Patients
mitted.
APPLY FOR TERMS.
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